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PORTER, Bernard H. 
"born Houlton, Maine 
February 14, 1911 
PORTER,BERNARD HARDEN,physicistjb.Houlton,Maine,Feb.14,1911; 
oldest son Lewis Harden and Etta (Rogers) P.jHoulton Public Schools, 
1916-1928;Ricker Junior College,1929;Laboratory Instructor in Physics, 
Colby College,1930-1932,B.S.degree 1932;Research Fellow in Radio-
Ac tivity,Brown University,1932-1933,Sc.M.degree 1933;Research Physicist 
and Technical Publicist,Acheson Colloids Corporation (Michigan) and 
E.G.Acheson,Ltd.,(England) 1935-1942;Assistant Physicist,National 
Defense Research,Princeton University and University of California, 
1942-1943;Member Phi Beta Kappa,Kappa Phi Kappa,Chi Gamma Sigma,Chi 
Epsilon Mu,American Physical Society;Assoc.Member Sigma Xi,Institute 
of Radio Engineers;Author;Colloidal Graphite-Interest to Research 
Workers,1935;Dag Colloidal Graphite-Properties and Applications,1939; 
Map of Physics,1939;Doldrums-A Study in Surrealism,1941;Water-Fight, 
1941;Map of Chemistry,1942;Collaborator,Automobile Engineering;also 
numerous technical papers on colloidal dispersions,electrophysics 
and rheology,ir>any abstracted here and reprinted abroad; articles on 
leisure,art,experimental prose pieces;Editor,Latin American,AI Press, 
Leaves,Pan American Press Synidicate;Hobbies:designing maps,surrealistic 
photographs,oil paintir^surrealistic^culpture (Metamorphlc Rhizomes),all 
widely displayed and reproduced. Club:Intercollegiate Alumni (WewYork). 
Home Address:25 South Street,Houlton,Maine. 
October 28, 1941 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
Acheson Colloids Corp. 
Newark, New Jersey 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Notice of the publication of two technical 
items, your WATERFIGHT and DOLDRUMS, has reached 
us. This is particularly interesting, quite 
apart from their undoubted value in their rather 
specialized field, because of the Maine Author 
Collection. 
The collection includes approximately a 
thousand volumes at present — inscribed, presen­
tation copies — written by Maine people. Some 
were born in Maine; others, like Laura E. Richards 
and Ben Ames Williams, were "adopted." We always 
gather all available information, biographical, 
critical and photographic, on our authors; and 
correspondence is preserved. 
As you can readily comprehend, this project 
is one of lasting value, the scope and fascination 
of which increase constantly. 
We hope that you may want to inscribe your 
new items and present them for inclusion in this 
exhibit. We should be pleased to welcome them, 
and we send you our best wishes for their success. 
Very truly yours 
MAINE STATE LIBRARY 
BY 
hmj 
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November 19, 1941 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
56 Ingraham Place 
Newark, New Jersey 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
The copies of DOLDRUMS and WATERFIGHT have 
been received, and we are very glad to have them 
for the Maine Author Collection. Your notes on 
editions are interesting also, and will be 
preserved, of course, in our permanent correspondence 
file. 
As for the items, they are quite the most 
unusual ones which have been added to the exhibit 
in some time. Yours is a facile pen, whether 
employed in portraying word pictures or surrealism; 
and we venture that can be said of few authors! 
Thank you for presenting the Collection with 
these truly clever books, and for them, please 
accept our appreciative thanks. 
Very truly yours 
MAINE STATE LIBRARY 
BY 
, SECRETARY 
Encl--10jZ? 
postal refund 

February 15, 1943 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
154 Pyne Hall 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
How extremely kind of you to send the thoroughly 
fascinating maps of physics and chemistry for the 
Maine Author Collection! We certainly appreciate 
your remembering the exhibit. The maps themselves 
represent a vast amount of knowledge and work, we 
think; and they are quite unique. We are delighted 
to have them to add to your other work. 
It occurs to us that we still lack definite 
biographical data about you. Would you be willing, 
at your convenience, to supply us with the important 
facts, including birthplace and birth date? 
Very truly yours 
MAINE STATE LIBRARY 
BY 
hmj 
Ends. 
SECRETARY 
March 10, 1943 
Mr# Bernard H. Porter 
154 Pyne Hall 
Princeton, New Jersey 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Certainly you are nost kind to send all the 
material for the Maine Author Collection, and we 
thank you for including not only the biographical 
information that we requested, "but also the various 
scholarly reprints. These are an Important 
addition to your other work represented here, and 
we appreciate the trouble you have taken to gather 
them together for us. Please accept our thanks 
and continuing good wishes, and also a cordial 
invitation to call upon us when you are again in feaine. 
Very truly yours 
MAINE STATE LIBRARY 
BY 
hmj 
Encl—§4 postal refund 
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June 14, 1945 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
2303 Durant Avenue 
Berkeley, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
For the Bibliography of Henry Miller, 
the reprint of All Over the Place, and the 
Kafka bibliography, to be placed with your 
work in the Maine Author Collection, we 
thank you. It is indeed kind of you to 
remember the collection, and we appreciate 
the privilege of adding new items fi»om time 
to time. It is interesting news that you 
have branched into publishing; if you plan 
to expand, please acceptfour good wishes 
for success in the venture. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collect! 
^ CJ ( 
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June 24, 1946 
Mr. Bern Porter 
2303 Durant Avenue 
Berkeley, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
You are certainly kind to remember the Maine 
Author Collection. We are especially appreciative in 
the case of small items of a limited edition or pri­
vately printed, Twhich we might possibly miss. We are 
adding the recent presentations to your section of the 
collection; and we are glad to assure you that we do 
have, through your generosity, a copy of the Henry 
Miller Chronology and Bibliography. 
Please accept our thanks for the two issues of 
the Leaves Pall, the two issues of The Book Collector's 
Packet, Photo Poems, the cover for Circle #5, The 
Happy Rock, and Henry Miller Miscellanea. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
November 24, 1947 
Mr. Bern Porter 1 
2303 Durant 
Berkeley, California 
Dear Mr, Porter: 
The miscellaneous collection of documents which 
you sent to us is acknowledged, and*we will put it as 
a unit with the other material of yours in the Maine 
Author Collection. 
It is thoughtful of you to remember the collection 
and we appreciate your care in accumulating the various 
notes. Thank you. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj 
End—13j^ postal refund 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
March 8, 1948 
Mr. Bern Porter 
2303 Durant Avenue 
Berkeley, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
The material which you have sent recently is 
being added to the Maine Author Collection, witli 
appreciation of your kindness, and good wishes for 
your publications# 
Sincerely yours 
hmj 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
B.H.PORTER 6621 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO 21 CALIFORNIA 
April 12,1956 
State library 
Augusta,^aine 
Attention:Maine Author Collection 
Bernard Harden Por ier, Houiton, 
also Bern P0rter,B.H.Porter 
U entlemen: 
At this time A am interested in bringing my collection 
up to date with articles,books,art,edited pieces etc. 
Because I am very vague about the point where I stopped 
I am in a quandary whether to ask what you have or what you don't 
have of mine, since the list has become quite lengthy in recent years 
perhaps t he quickest way would be to ask your help in listing 
what you have and 1 can continue from there. 
x also see» to remember that you assisted with the postage 
in some fashion and I am now wondering if you can also help on the 
basic cost of certain items ana to what extent. 
'i'hank you kindly for your cooperation in this matter. 
June 1, 1956 
Mr. B. H. Porter 
6621 California Street 
San Francisco 21, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Enclosed is a list of the material which you 
presented to the Maine Author Collection. It is 
good to know that the representation of your work 
may be brought up to date, and we look forward to 
the arrival of your further writings. 
Because of our limited funds, we have always 
hoped that our Maine authors could present the 
books and writings to the collection. Sometimes 
they do not feel that this is possible; and in 
such cases we do the best we can. We cannot 
always buy the books as promptly as we should 
like; but we do make a note of them, and add them 
as we can. 
If you have available the items necessary to 
make your work complete in the collection, and 
care to present them, we shall be most grateful 
of course. If you cannot present them, can you 
let us know the approximate cost? In that case, 
we hope that we may be able to purchase them quite 
soon; if we can't, we will simply keep the list, 
and order as we are able to do so. 
Your mention of postage is noted, and we 
should be glad to refund the postal cost of mailing 
the items, as you suggest. 
Thank you for writing to us, and anticipate 
hearing from you about the matter again. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj 
Encl--1 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
B.H.PORTER 3326 INDIA STREET SAN DIEGO 1 CALIFORNIA 
July 30,1956 
Maine State Library-
Augusta, Maine 
AttentionsMrs F.W.Jacob 
Maine Author Collection 
Gentlemen! 
Since receiving your kind letter and list of June 1 
I have started to assemble assorted materials in an attempt to 
bring my collection up to date. It appears the prooess will be 
a lengthy one and that the works will have to come in sections 
spread over several months. 
The fist batch of eight items is cited in the attached 
with brief notes and the items will be further identified at the 
time of shipment. 
It will be extremely helpful if you can the way clear to 
make a contribution toward the costs,handling and postage in the 
amount of seven dollars and fifty cents. The four items which have 
a retail value total |22.50. The other items just cannot be purchased 
for money. 
Kindly note my new address. 
Since re % yours, -x 
Beifnard Harden Porter 
Addition to the Collection,August,1956 
1. Commentary on the Relationship of Art and Science 
by Richard Bowman and Bern Porter containing 
the Sciart Manifesto,1956 
2.Line in Painting, Number one of a projected series 
of seven bulletins to be designed by Bern Porter 
and edited by him with W.Edwin VQr Becke,1946. 
This bulletin was the only one issued in the 
series and is rare. 
3.^ranseript of a radio broadcast given over KPFA,1955 
published in Miscellaneous Man,1956,pages 4-5. 
4.An issue of Convariety,Jurae 1956 containing an item 
on page 6 about Bern Pcrter during the period of 
his researches on the Intercontinental MiS3il9 
and preliminary studies for space travel. 1956 
5.Echolalia by HQnry Miller, 1945 Acollection of water 
colors,selected,edited and published by Bern Porter 
one from his personal collection. 
6.Forty-three printers galleys of the biography of Bern 
Porter by James Schevill and entitled The Roaring 
Market and the Silent Tomb with corrections by 
the author and Bern Porter. 
7.Poems by Pablo Picasso,1956. A collection assembled, 
edited,illustrated and published by Bern Porter. 
8.Five autographed drawings made in San Francisco 1955-1956 
August 10, 1956 
Mr. B. H. Porter 
3326 India Street 
San Diego 1, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
In accordance with your suggestion, we are 
approving for payment a bill for #7.50 toward the 
costs, handling and postage for the items which you 
are to present to the Maine Author Collection. 
We note the inclusion, In the list you sent, 
of forty-three printer's galleys, and we believe 
that we should mention this unfortunate fact: 
we have no display cases or cabinets at our 
disposal. The books in the Maine Author Collection 
are displayed, it is true, but in regular book cases 
W from which they may be removed for examination. It 
seems to us that galleys might be awkward to care for 
in this manner. Books are, for the purpose of the 
Maine Author Collection, to be preferred to manuscript 
in any form. If it seems to you, upon reflection, 
that the galleys might be omitted, you may know that 
your decision has our advance approval. 
We appreciate your interest, and shall look 
forward to seeing the material at your convenience. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
hmj Maine Author Collection 
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September 14-, 1956 
Mr. B. H. Porter 
3326 India Street 
San Diego 1, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
The safe arrival of the additional material for 
the Maine Author Collection is acknowledged with 
appreciation for your trouble in gathering together 
these various articles, and in packing and sending 
them to us. 
Thank you very much. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
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January 30, 1957 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
6621 California Street 
San Francisco 21, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
It is good news that you are to present more 
material to the Maine Author Collection, and we 
are approving payment of the $7.50 you suggest as 
our contribution toward packing and postage. 
You should have a check in a week or so. 
We will acknowledge the shipment when it is 
received. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collect1 
BERNARD H.PORTER 6621 CALIFORNIA STREET SAN FRANCISCO 21 CALIFORNIA 
February 18,1957 
Maine State Library 
Augusta, %ine 
Attention:Mrs Jacobs:Maine Author Collection 
Gentlemen: 
Under separate covei* I have sent 
1.the ms of Saucers and Saucerism Uncomplete) by 
Kenneth H.Ford and myself 
2.the ms of Robert Carleton Brown by myself 
3.the ras of Glossary of Rocket Terminology by myself 
U' my book Drawings 1955-1956 
Should you have time I would be interested in answers to these 
questions: 
1.How long has the library been collecting Maine authors? 
2. How many are now included? 
3. What is the average size or bulk of material per each? 
4.1s any publicity ever given to this collection as a whole? 
5.In what form? 
6.What of publicity or mention of the individual collections 
or authors'? 
lour answers will prove more than interesting. As a graduate of 
Colby I have long been impressed by the lack of interest of both officials 
and the library there in the works of its alumni in the field of writing and 
art,especially if the work does not permit the creators to bestow grants on 
the college.If you have some subtle but elective means of reminding both the 
college officials and the college library that i am at least represented at 
your library 1 would appreciate it greatly. % class year is 1932. 
Besides being the author of a number of things I also publish the 
works of other people under the name of Bern Porter Books and have done so 
since 194-1• Someday there should be a collection of all of the titles of this 
press in Maine. Some of the titles were produced in Houiton and bear the imprint 
of that town where 1 was born.Inspection of Publishers Weekly and "Wilson Indexes 
will give you some idea of the magnitude of works I have issued by other authors 
in the field of American Contemporary Vanguard. 
February 26, 1957 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
6621 California Street 
San Francisco 21, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
It is a pleasure to be able to acknowledge again 
a shipment from you destined for Inclusion in the 
Maine Author Collection. Thank you for your Interest 
and care in the matter. 
Some of your questions can be answered, but perhaps 
to others there are no satisfactory answers. The Maine 
Author Collection was started more than twenty-five years 
ago by the State Librarian at that time, Dr. Henry E. 
Dunnack, who believed that there should be in the state 
a place where all the work of all Maine authors was 
permanently available. Building up the collection was 
gradual, necessarily. As we could afford it, we bought 
the works of deceased authors; we were able to interest 
contemporary writers in inscribing and presenting their 
books, with only a few exceptions. 
Although the collection is as comprehensive as we 
can make it, it is nevertheless an informal one. The 
books are intended as a permanent exhibit, and are not 
subject to lending, but are always here in the library, 
where they may be studied at any time the library is 
open. Casual visitors are Interested, sutdents working 
on some phase of Maine literature, and we are happy to 
have the books used in this way. 
No count has been made of the number of authors 
represented. Your question raises an interesting 
point, and when we can find the time, we think we 
should like to kno*w. An estimate is three or four 
hundred, and that is a conservative estimate. 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
February 2?, 195? 
- 2 -
You ask about publicity. There is no regular 
program, but the collection is described in all our 
library leaflets of information; from time to time 
special opportunities arise, such as anniversary 
editions of newspapers which survey Maine's history, 
economy, literature and arts. We are glad of any 
occasion to explain and describe the collection, or 
any part of it, in accordance with requests we receive. 
The Maine in Print column which emanates from 
this office, appears regularly in the quarterly Bulletin 
of the Maine Library Association. In it we list and 
very briefly annotate new Maine books; we also include 
in our local library news in this periodical outstanding 
gifts to the library. It seems safe to say that 
Colby readers learn from time to time of your 
contributions, through this medium, if no other. 
Colby has specialized in the works of certain 
authors, not always pertaining to Maine — Hardy, 
for instance. We have no way of knowing, but of 
course it may be that the existence of the Maine 
Author Collection here has affected decisions of 
other Maine libraries regarding similar collections 
and duplication of effort. 
Meanwhile, accept our thanks for your recent 
package, and your Interest in the collection. 
A former classmate of yours, Miss Helen K. Gorham, 
who also is from Houlton, is now working in the 
library, and asks to be remembered to you. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
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September 17, 1957 
Mr. Bernard H. Porter 
25 South Street 
Houlton, Maine 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Our delay in answering your letter of August 27 
should not be construed as due to disinterest. On 
the contrary, we are much interested and pleased to 
have your manuscript material; and only the unusual 
confusion attendant upon moving some of our offices, 
and establishing the federal program, has prevented 
our acknowledging the arrival of the package. 
We are approving a charge of five dollars against 
postage and handling. 
Thank you for your continuing interest. We 
hope that the exhibit of works of Houlton authors 
materialized, and that it will be written up for 
the newspapers and such publications as the Bulletin 
of the Maine Library Association. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collect! 
January 3 > 1958 
Dr. Bernard H. Porter 
677 East Colorado Street 
Pasadena 1, California 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
It Is very kind of you to remember the Maine 
Author Collection with a copy of your Mencken 
bibliography, and we send you our appreciative 
thanks; also our very good wishes for the New Year. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
EDWARD JAMES O'BRIEN 
AManager 
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August 12, 1959 
Mr. Bern Porter 
677 East Colorado 
Pasadena, California 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Thank you very much for the most Interesting 
additions to the Maine Author Collection which we 
received today. You are generous to remember the 
collection, and we are appreciative of your 
interest. 
It is good to know that the other books you 
mention will be housed by Colby and available for 
future students and others interesting themselves 
in the publishing and editing field. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
BERNARD H.PORTER 677 EAST COLORADO STREET TXMffllT 
CALIFORNIA 
December 18,1958 
State Library-
Augusta, Blaine 
Attention:Maine Author Collection 
Gentlemen: 
I should like to add to my present collection 
a sizeable number of books published by me over a period 
of ten years by many West Coast authors. Since the volumes 
were designed,edited and published by me I feel they are 
an important part of my collection. 
To assist in the expenses of shipment could 
you kindly allow as much as ten dollars? 
Thank you for an early reply. 
February 9, 1959 
Dr. Bernard H. Porter 
677 East Colorado Street 
Pasadena, California 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
Your letter of December 18 has Just come to our 
attention, and we are sorry that you had no reply 
from us sooner. 
Your offer to send additional material to the 
Maine Author Collection is very much appreciated; 
but we are eager to add the writing of Maine authors, 
and obliged to establish this qualification for the 
collection. There have been a number of eminent 
Maine publishers, of course; and, had we the space, 
it would certainly make an awesome display to gather 
all the books which have been published from, say, 
Prank Munsey to date, in this classification. 
It is idle to speculate, however, for we have 
not the space, nor the staff, nor of course the 
funds to establish such a collection. 
We must, therefore, decline to accept the 
generous offer which you make us. Your own books 
we certainly want, and we hope that you will continue 
to Inscribe and present them to the collection. We 
regret that under the definition of the collection at 
present we cannot take advantage of your most 
interesting and appreciated offer. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
February 26, 1959 
Dr. Bernard H. Porter 
677 East Colorado Street 
Pasadena, California 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
It is very kind of you to send the Mencken 
bibliography for the Maine Author Collection, 
and we acknowledge its safe arrival with 
appreciation. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
February 23, 1960 
Mr. Bern Porter 
Burnie Postoffice 
Burnie 
Tasmania 
Australia 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Thank you very much for remembering the Maine 
Author Collection with the gift of PHYSICS FOR TOMORROW 
and THE AMERICAN FANTASIES. 
We are delighted to add them to your other work, 
and send you our warm appreciation and good wishes. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collect! 
BERN PORTER 
commentator 
on contemporary 
culture 
WHAT'S NEW 
IN: 
C L O T H E S  
H O U S E S  
F U R N I S H I N G S  
C A R S  
C R A F T S  
P I C T U R E S  
W O R D S  
S O U N D S  
Bern Porter 
Gives the 
Answer 
OUT IN FRONT 
An Illustrated Lecture About New Fashions in Everyday Things 
Design and clothing, light and music, architecture and sculpture, art and psy­
chiatry, photography and poetry are a part of contemporary expression 
and living. In describing them BERN PORTER unfolds a new world, a new 
way of life. 
(other subjects upon request) 
BERN PORTER 
Bern Porter's background is as American as His thinking. Born of a pioneer 
Maine family, he was educated in the public schools of Houlton, graduated 
from Colby College and later attended Brown University, where in 1933 he 
received a Master's degree in Physics. 
Following college he studied privately and traveled extensively before join­
ing the research staff of the Acheson Corporation in New York. With the 
coming of World War II he was requested by the U. S. Government to serve 
on the atomic bomb projects at Princeton, Oakridge, and the University of 
California. The direction of a craftsman's guild, a west-coast cultural center 
and an internationally-known publishing house have occupied him since 1945. 
Widely known for his own researches and extensive writing in the fields of 
experimental design, art, photography, and literature, Bern Porter has gained 
an understanding of the creative urge, work and direction of his contempo­
raries in many countries. To him cultural developments in all fields of creative 
endeavor not only forage thresholds of new experience, but open fresh ap­
proaches to true reality. 
Management: 
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Noted Physicist Is Guest 
Of Brother In Madison 
By RICHARD PLUMMER 
A noted physicist is visiting in 
Madison, a person dedicated to 
the proposition that mankind 
must set aside its rush for mate­
rialism and replace it with a 
search for true reality. 
Bern Porter from California, 
guest of his brother, Harold Por­
ter, pharmacist, is a native of 
Houlton, graduate of Colby Col­
lege and Brown University. 
In World War II he was re­
quested by the U. S. Government 
to serve on the atomic bomb pro­
jects at Princeton, Oak Ridge and 
the University of California. The 
direction of a craftsman's guild, a 
west-coast cultural center and an 
internationally-known publishing 
house have occupied him since 
1945. 
He is widely known for his own 
researches and extensive writing 
in the fields of experimental de­
sign, art, photography and litera­
ture. 
A consulting physicist, author 
and artist, his research combines 
experimental scientific methods 
with artistic techniques. 
UNTOUCHED AREAS 
"I have been endeavoring to 
extend the principles of physics 
into the humanities." Poi-ter com­
mented. "It is time we thought of 
what the physicist can do for the 
common man. It is unbelievable, 
this world of the future for the 
common man . . . whole new 
areas we haven't even touched." 
"We have been concerned with 
the instruments of destruction ra­
ther than construction . . . there 
is a new field of building, com­
munication and expression wait­
ing to be developed . . . build a 
case for the new world in which 
we get away from destruction and 
turn" our attention to common 
everyday things like the improve­
ment of the multiplication table, 
alphabet, clothing, transporta­
tion." 
In 1947 he published, The Un­
ion of Science and Art, embrac­
ing the role of physics in draw­
ing, etching, lithograph, silk 
screen, oil and water-color paint­
ing and photography. A second 
edition covered the contribution 
of physics to literature, commu­
nication, music, theater, poetry 
and architecture. 
Porter worked on the atomic 
bomb project, leaving it when 
the bomb fell on Hiroshima, Au­
gust, 1945. He then turned to pub­
lishing and research on combin­
ing experimental scientific meth­
ods with artistic techniques. 
His books are contained on the 
shelf 'of Maine Authors at the 
State Library, Augusta, also sev­
eral of his volumes may be found 
at the Colby College Libraryi 
MAINE INSTITUTE 
Porter has in mind establish­
ing a Maine Institution for Think­
ing, to be located near Madison. 
It would be a place where sci­
entists and those prominent in 
other fields may congregate to 
think and study on the problems 
of the world tomorrow. He stated 
that he believed such a center 
would be of great benefit to this 
area, for many reasons. 
This physicist spoke Tuesday 
night at a meeting of the Madi­
son Kiwanis Club, covering sever­
al subjects, including the field 
of atomic energy and missiles. 
He came to Madison from Tas­
mania, where he did research on 
paper manufacture from hard 
wood. 
EVER HAPPEN TO YOU? 
INCOME TAX 
SERVICE 
MICHAEL J. KARTER 
9 Leighton Street 
Tf L. TR 2-5991 
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Noted Physicist In Madison 
Bern Porter (right), consulting physicist, is visiting in Madison 
with his brother, Harold Porter (left), pharmacist. Now living in 
California, Bern Porter is a native of Houlton, graduate of Colby 
College and Brown University. He is widely known for liis re­
search and writing in the fields of experimental design, art, 
photography and literature. Porter spoke Tuesday night at a 
meeting of the Madison Kiwanis Club. (Sentinel Photo by Saw­
yer) 
March 9, I960 
Dr. Bern Porter 
106 High Street 
Belfast, Maine 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
Thank you for the clipping, which.we are most 
happy to have. 
I wish we might give you the answer both you 
and we want, about the temporarily misplaced glossary. 
Your letter has been held a few days, hoping that we 
could make"a real search for it, but we are regretfully 
forced to admit that we just can't do it yet. We have 
had a rugged winter, with many staff absences because 
of illness and serious hospitalization, and are still 
limping along, having to postpone attention to some 
duties. 
Several of us know about the matter, and are 
keeping it in mind, in case it shows up in an unlikely 
spot before we can get to the collection and give it 
the time it must have to bring proper order to its 
shelves again. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
June 17, I960 
Dr. Bern Porter 
c/o Mr. Harold Porter 
81 Madison Avenue 
Madison, Maine 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
It is a pleasure (and no doubt a relief to 
you) that we can report that the glossary which 
was not in place in the Maine Author Collection 
when you were here has been located. 
It was, as we suggested at the time, merely 
misfiled, in the disorder which resulted from two 
movings during renovation process. 
We trust your summer is proving a restful 
and happy one. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
Bangor Daily Mews 4/22/60 
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Thinking To Be i 
Outlined Here , 
Today at 4 p. m., Bernard Por- 1 
ter, noted physicist of Califor- • 
nia, will speak to the Madison 
Town Council at the Municipal 
•Building on the subject, The In­
stitute of Advance Thinking. 
This proposed institute would 
be located somewhere in Central 
Maine and staffed by retired pro­
fessors of biology, chemists, en­
gineers, drawn here by the op­
portunities in skiing, fishing and 
the outdoor life. 
The institute would employ lo­
cal people such as secretaries, 
gardners, caretakers and assis­
tants. The site, Porter says, 
should be isolated to allow pri-
ximbately 40 people with a pay-
vacy and would employ appro-
roll of $150,000. 
The institute would concern it­
self with industrial research and 
problems for the New England 
area with emphasis on the devel­
opment of Maine. 
Woman's Club 
Hears Talk By 
Bernard Porter 
Mrs. Abbie Porter entertained 
the Madison Woman's Club 
Thursday evening at her home on 
Madison Avenue, with 15 mem­
bers and two guests, Mrs. Marga­
ret Porter and Mrs. Doris Sevi-
son attending. 
A letter was read from Mrs. 
Alva Appleby, third vice pres­
ident of the Maine Federation of 
Woman's Clubs, concerning A 
Day in Court. 
It was voted to send a delegate 
to Boys or Girls State. A swap 
party was held under the direc­
tion of Mrs. Beverly Byron. 
Bernard Porter was guest 
speaker and talked on houses of i 
other lands and the house of to- , 
morrow. 
Refreshments were served by 
Mrs. Ethelyn Ferguson, Mrs. Bet­
ty Demchak and Mrs. Beverly 
Clough. The next meeting will 
be March 17 with Mrs. Myrtle . 
Blizard. . 
STUDIES PORTFOLIO — The story of Watts 
Tower in Los Angeles, Calif., is the subject of Bern 
Porter's present portfolio. Porter has begun manu­
facture of the photographic literature at Calais. 
(Wilson photo) 
Calais Artist 
Begins Folklore 
Portfolio Work 
CALAIS, April 21—Bern Porter, 
a native of Houlton, who has 
spent the past 30 years in Cali­
fornia, has begun the manufac­
ture of pictorial portfolios at Cal­
ais. The portfolios portray native 
folklore. 
Porter's present work covers 
the Watts Tower in Los Angeles, 
Calif., which, he said, is consid­
ered the most fantastic folklore 
art in the world. According to 
Porter, it took Simon Rodilla, an 
Italian immigrant, 30 years to 
construct the tower of seashells, 
cement, and steel wires. He built 
the structure 100 feet high. 
Porter was educated in the 
Houlton schools, was graduated 
from Colby College and attended 
Brown University, where he re­
ceived the master's degree in 
physics in 1933. He has travelled 
extensively and served in the 
U. S. Navy. 
Porter said he has begun ship­
ments of the portfolios to Japan 
and California. He said that he 
expects to employ about a half 
dozen as orders increase. 
Future plans for portfolios in­
clude material concerning the 
Maritimes and Maine. 
Calais Advertiser 
6/15/60 
Arthur Kallenberg 
IA caller at our home Sunday wasj 
Bern Porter. Bern, a native of 
Houlton, now resides here at 258 
Main Street. He is a professional 
scientist and received degrees from 
Colby College in Maine and Brown 
University in Rhode Island. 
He feels deeply that atomic pow­
er should be diverted from the 
weapons designed to kill and des­
troy to humanitarian purposes. As 
he put it, "Since 1932, I have been 
endeavoring to extend the princi­
ples of physics into the humani-
ll6Bern spent a considerable time 
in Australia and it was most in­
teresting to hear him tell of his 
experiences there, especially with 
the primitive tribes. 
It won't come tomorrow, but he 
says there'll be a time in the fu­
ture when we'll have to depend on 
the sun for heat and the tides for 
power as our present natural re­
sources are rapidly being exhaust­
ed, even uranium without which 
there will be no atomic energy. 
His big hope right now is to es­
tablish a laboratory here. He had 
published last year a most interest­
ing brochure entitled "Physics for 
Tomorrow." It tells of how physics 
will eventually play a most import­
ant role in architecture, art, com­
munication, literature, music, poet­
ry, sculpture and the theater. Wish 
everybody could read this fascin­
ating pamphlet. And we hope that 
Bern gets his laboratory. 
THE PARK HOTEL 
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Who's Who Inc. in the West 
porter, Bernard Harden, cons. physicist, 
B. Houlton, Me., Feb 14, 1913L., S. Eewis Harden 
and Etta Flora (Rogers) P., B.S. Colby Coll.,, 
1932; M.S. Brown 1933: m. Margaret 
dine Preston, Aug 27, 1955. ftoysicist Acheson 
Colloids Corp., Port Huron Mich.r 1935—40: re­
search physicist Manhattan Dist. Engr. Prince­
ton, N.J. Berkeley, Cal., Oakridge Tenn. 1940-
45? cons, physicist pvt.practice, San Francisco 
and Pasadena, Cal., 1945—-. Chmn.Bd. Bern 
Porter, Inc., Pasadena, 1957—*, pres. Bern 
Porter Books, 1942——dir. Contemporary Gal­
lery, SausaTLitcr,Cal. , 1947-50, West Coast Design 
Guild, Los Angeles, 19^ 7 —Fellow Tech. Pub. 
Soc., Angeles, 1957-59; Asso.Fellow Am. 
Astrtvwivc/»c*/_ Soc., 1057.59. Member Am. Physical 
Soc., Inst. Radio Engrs. Am. Kccket Soc., Phi 
Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, Kappa Phi Kappa, Chi 
Gamma Sfgla, Xi Epsilon Mu. Author-, Editor 
Illustrator magazines and books, also maps, 
Work exhibited Contemporary Gallery, Princeton 
TJ. Modern Ballet Center,Chugoku Mue., Ja2-
pan, and others, Besearch in Colloids, Badio Ac­
tivity, communications and space, Home 677 E-
Colorado St., Pasadena 1, Ceil. 
BORDERGUARD represents an association of active small presses 
and magazines, in America and abroad. Each is dedicated to 
the publication of avant-garde materials of demonstrably decent 
standard. Editorially, each press stands alone. BORDERGUARD 
merely groups all in order to expand the limited audience and 
make people aware of what is going on all over the country. 
The books in this catalog are aimed particularly at the indi­
vidual reader; however, retail and library orders are welcomed 
sit customary trade discounts (except where otherwise noted). 
JONATHAN WILLIAMS., Publisher 
Highlands, North Carolina 
January, 1957 
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BLACK MOUNTAIN REVIEW 
Editor: Robert Greeley 
Contributing Editors: Robert Hellman, Irving Layton 
and Charles Olson 
Published twice a year 
Subscriptions are $2.00 a year; single copies $1.00. 
Numbers 5 and 6 are still available separately. Num­
ber 7 is in press. Order thru Black Mountain College, 
Black Mountain, North Carolina. (The first four issues 
of THE BLACK MOUNTAIN REVIEW (Vol. I, 1954) are 
available thru the College as a set: $2.50) 
Articles, poems, stories and reproductions by: John 
Alroon, Antonin Artaud, Paul Blackburn, Paul Carroll, 
Cid Corman, Robert Creeley, Robert Duncan, Paul 
Goodman, Philip Guston, Carl Jung, Franz Kline, Irving 
Layton, Denise Levertov, Christian Morgenstern, Charles 
Olson, Dan Rice, Ramon Sender, Aaron Siskind, Louis 
Zukofsky and many others. 
"Really a masterpiece, from the design of the jacket, 
the budget of the illustrations, to the last word of the 
writing , . ." 
— William Carlos Williams 
DIVERS PRESS 
ROBERT CREELEY, Director ,. . i : , : 
Black Mountain College, Black Mountain, No. Carolina 
THE DIVERS PRESS is k writers' press, established for 
the purpose of publishing work which more commercial 
publishers would not or could not accept. Its first home 
was Banalbufar, Maliorca, Spain - where the custom of 
hand-setting and low costs allowed the press to issue 
books in a variety of format and material. At present the 
press is associated with Black Mountain College which 
has long been known for its exceptional activity in the 
arts. Among the many who have complimented the 
DIVERS PRESS on its books have been William Carlos 
Williams, Kenneth Rexroth, James Laughlin, Robert 
Graves and Louis Zukofsky. The following titles are 
now in print: 
Paul Blackburn, The Dissolving Fabric (poems) 75c 
Charles Olson, Mayan Letters (critical letters) $1.00 
Katue Kitasono, Black Rain (poems and drawings) 75c 
Douglas Woolf, The Hypocrytic Days (novel) $1.25 
Robert Creeley, The Gold Diggers (stories) $1.25 
Irving Layton, In The Midst of My Fever (poems) $1.00 
Robert Duncan and Jess Collins, Caeser's Gate 
(poems and collages) - $2.00 
Martin Seymour-Smith, All Devils Fading (poems) 75c 
BERN PORTER BOOKS 
the finest contemporary work in deluxe editions at five 
dollars a copy, postpaid. 
BERN PORTER, Publisher, 6621 California Street 
San Francisco 21, California, USA 
James Schevill: Tensions, American Fantasies, High 
Sinners, Low Angels, The Right to Greet, Sherwood 
Anderson, The Roaring Market and the Silent Tomb, 
Bloody Tenet. 
Christopher Maclaine: Crazy Bird, Word 
Gogo Nesbit: Graffitti 
LeeMullican: The Gain of Aft 
Gerd Stern: First Poems and .Others 
Kenneth Beaudoin: C Sharp Major, On Hot Summer 
Afternoons and Other Poems. 
Weldon Kees: Poems 1947-1954 
art folios, custom-made to order, at seventy-five dollars 
each, postpaid, trade discount: 10% 
Harry Bowden: Fight Photos, Recent Works, Benia-
minio Bufano, Frank Lloyd Wright, Darius Milhaud, 
Otis Oldfield, The Grabhorn Press, Imogen Cunningham 
B. R. Maybeck, Robinson Jeffers, San Francisco, Sausalito 
Kenneth Rexroth, Kenneth Patchen, Yvor Winters, Muir 
Woods, Richardson Bay, Adeline Kent, Aldous Huxley 
Gerald Heard 
Robert Gorman: Irving Norman 
Hassel Smith: Constructions 
William Faulkner: Drawings, Heads, The Sea, Pescade-
ro, The Plants 
Richard Bowman: Science and Art 
distinguished volumes of poetry custom made to order 
Kenneth Rexroth: A Besticry for Daughters $20.00 
Kenneth Lawrence Beaudoin: Eye Poems $12.50 
Antonin Artaud: To Have Done With The Judgment 
of God $12.50 
Pablo Picasso: Poems $12.50 
John Hoffman: Journey to the End $12.50 
10 issues of Berkeley: Journal of Modern Culture, ten 
dollars, postpaid. 
collector's copies of Broadside, issues one through sixty, 
five dollars each, postpaid. 
1 Christopher Maclaine 30 Bern Porter 
2 Bertrand Russell 31 Helly Beye and 
3 H. Bowden Lawrence Ferlinghetti 
4 Gogo Nesbit 32 Bern Porter 
5 Kenneth Patchen 33 Bern Porter 
6 Gogo Nesbit 34 Bern Porter , 
7 Bern Porter 35 Langston Hughes 
8 Mason Jordan Mason 36 Lee Mullican 
9 Catnatch Press 37' Richard Bowman 
10 Catnatch Press 38 Bern Porter 
11 Bern Porter 39 Kenneth Rexroth 
12 BernPorter and Gogo Nesbit 10 James Schevill 
13 Charles Henri Ford 41 Enid Foster 
14 Bob Brown 42 Victor di Suvero 
15 American Type Foundry 43 Miriam Allen deFord 
16 Christopher Maclaine and 44 James Schevill 
Bern Porter 45 Kenneth Lawrence Beaudoin 
17 Charles Henri Ford 46 Etta F. Rogers 
18 Bern Porter 47 George Canellos 
19 James Schevill and 48 Max Oloff 
Bern Porter 49 Sports Illustrated 
20 Holly Beye 50 William Faulkner 
21 Blum's San Francisco 51 Richard Bowman 
22 Wallace Stevens 52 Pablo Picasso 
23 Lawrence Ferlinghetti 53 Robert Duncan 
24 Bern Porter 54 Rico Lebrun 
25 Bern Porter 55 H. Billingsley 
26 Lawrence Ferlinghetti and 56 Gordon Onslow-Ford 
Bern Porter 57 Ray Johnson 
27 Hassel Smith 58 Pablo Picasso 
28 William Faulkner 59 Robert Watson 
29 Gogo Nesbit and Bern Porter60 Kenneth Lawrence Beaudoin 
POCKET POETS SERIES 
Designed to fill a need among students and others for 
low-priced pocket-size editions of important works by 
contemporary poets, both American and foreign, known 
and unknown. 
Now in print: 
PP1 Lawrence Ferlinghetti, PICTURES OF THE GONE 
WORLD Second Edition (paperbound) 50c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
PP2 Kenneth Rexroth, THIRTY SPANISH POEMS 
OF LOVE AND EXILE (Translations of Alberti, 
Machad, Lorca, and others)— (paper) 75c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
PP3 Kenneth Patchen, POEMS OF HUMOR AND 
PROTEST (paper) 75c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
PP4 Allen Ginsberg, HOWL and Other Poems 
(paper) 75c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
PP5 Marie Ponsot, TRUE MINDS (paper) 75c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
PP6 Denise Levertov, HERE AND NOW (paper) 75c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
Forthcoming: 
PP7 William Carlos Williams, KORA IN HELL: IM­
PROVISATIONS __ (paper) $1.25 
Library Edition (cloth) $3.00 
PP8 Gregory Corso, GASOLINE (paper) 75c 
Library Edition . (cloth) $2.50 
PP9 Jacques Prevert, PAROLES (Lawrence Ferlin­
ghetti, trans.) (paper) 95c 
Library Edition (cloth) $2.50 
Trade Discount: 1 copy - 25%, 2 or more copies, assor­
ted titles - 40% 
Postage will be paid on all orders accompanied by cash 
THE CITY LIGHTS POCKET BOOKSHOP, Publishers 
251 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco 11, California 
WfflBDS' • BY PATCHEN 
announcing the latest two additions to the unique series 
of more than 500 individually decorated volumes by 
Kenneth Patchen achieved since 1942: 
Fables and Other Little Tales: $12.50 a copy 
The Famous Boating Party: $10.00 a copy 
50 copies of each book have been specially bound by 
h-nd using the finest quality papers, linens and cloths. 
Employing various media and techniques, Patchen has 
prepared the front, back and spine of each volume— 
which has then been signed and numbered. Collectors in 
several countries have quickly taken earlier 'Painteds' out 
of print. Along with work by Henri Michaux, Patchen's 
efforts rank as perhaps the finest graphic experiments 
by a contemporary poet. 
also announcing two memorable silk-screen portfolios, 
each at $10.00 a copy: 
Glory Never Guesses, A Surprise for the Bagpipe Player 
Each portfolio limited to 200 copies, prepared by Ken-
ne'h Patchen in collaboration with Frank Bacher. Each 
portfolio contains 18 separate sheets, of the finest hand­
made Japanese papers, many of which have been over-
Lid with water colors by Patchen. The poems will never 
appear in any other printed form. 
order direct from: KENNETH PATCHEN, 852 Bryant St. 
Palo Alto, California. 
trade discount: 20% 
WINDHOVER PRESS 
THE WINDHOVER PRESS, Publications Division 
24 Franklin Place, Summit, New Jersey, USA 
Publishing, once or twice a year, work by our contem­
poraries — both written and drawn 
Available now, Robert Creeley's The Dress, at $2.00, 
and at $7.50 for the Author's Edition. 
JARGON 
JONATHAN WILLIAMS, Publisher 
Highlands, North Carolina 
A collaborative series between writers and painters, 
offering a range of significant new work in the most 
handsome editions being printed. These are by advance 
subscription only, for those who, actively, 'long for the 
poem. JARGON BOOKS have been exhibited and written 
about in Germany, Switzerland, France, England, Hol­
land, Japan and the United States. 
out of print: The Maximus Poems/1-10, Charles Olson; 
The Immoral Proposition, by Robert Creeley and Rene 
Laubies; and earlier work by David Ruff, Joel Oppen-
heimer, Bob Rauschenberg, Paul Ellsworth, Jonathan 
Williams, Victor Kalos, Dan Rice and Charles Oscar. 
still available: 
6 Fables and Other Little Tales, by Kenneth Patchen: 
$4.00 
9 The Maximus Poems/11-22, by Charles Olson: $3.00 
by subscription: 
10 All That Is Lovely in Men (second edition), by 
Robert Creeley and Dan Rice: $2.00 
11 Poemscapes, by Kenneth Patchen: $3.50 (Also, a 
Publishers's Subscription Edition of 50 copies, each 
containing an original holograph manuscript page by 
Patchen; bound and boxed in handmade papers, and 
signed: $10.00 a copy.) 
12 100 Poems from the French, translated by Kenneth 
Rexroth: $3.50 (Also, an Author's Edition of 50 
copies, signed, boxed, on special papers: $10.00 a 
copy.) 
the trade editions of 11 and 12 may be subscribed 
to together for $5.00 
13 Poems 1953-55, by Jonathan Williams, in three 
volumes: 
a amen/huzza/selah—introduction by Zukofsky, 
spectre by Wm. Blake and photos by JW 
b elegies and celebrations—introduction by Ro­
bert Duncan, photos by Aaron Siskind 
c Jammin' the Greek Scene—a note by Charles 
Olson, and cover by Fielding Dawson 
each volume: $2.00 (a special boxed edition: the 
three books with cover by Rene Laubies and photo 
by Robert Creeley, signed: $10.00) 
14 LETTERS, by Robert Duncan: $3.50 (35 copies 
bound in boards and hand-woven linens by Tony 
Landreau, including 5 lithographs by Duncan; 15 
copies in linens, with lithographs, plus an original 
drawing in colored inks by Duncan: $7.50 and 
$12.50, respectively.) 
15 Some Time, short poems by Louis Zukofsky: $3.00 
(Author's Edition, signed and boxed, limited to 50 
copies: $5.00) 
16 The Dutiful Son, by Joel Oppenheimer: $2.25 
(Author's Edition of 30 copies, signed, and bound 
in an original lithograph by Joe Fiore: $5.00) 
17 The Suicide Room, by Stuart Z. Perkoff, with a 
photo by Chester Kessler and cover drawing by 
Fielding Dawson: $2.00 (Author's Edition of 25 
copies in buckram, signed: $5.00) 
18 The Improved Binoculars, Selected Poems by Irving 
Layton, with an introduction by William Carlos 
Williams: $2.50 
2nd Edition (enlarged): $3.00 
19 Overland to the Islands, by Denise Levertov: $2.75 
(Author's Edition of 30 copies, signed, bound in an 
original lithograph by A1 Kresch: $5.00) 
""1 Passage, by Michael McClure: $1.50 
21 Hurrah For Anything, by Kenneth Patchen: $1.75 
also available: Jargon Broadsides, at 75c each. 
1 Anecdotes of the Late War, a long poem in 8 sections 
by Charles Olson 
2 Ajax (vignettes), by Fielding Dawson 
forthcoming: work by Larry Eigner, Stuart Z. Perkoff, 
Michael McClure and Edward Marshall 
from the OBJECTIVIST PRESS: A Test of Poetry, signed 
copies of the out-of-print first edition, by Louis Zukof­
sky: $5.00; and "A"-9—a few copies of the mimeo­
graphed first printing of 50 copies, signed for collectors 
by Louis Zukofsky: $10.00 
also: books by Robert Duncan including Faust Foutu 
($1.75') and a few censored copies of Poems 1948-49 
($1.50); a long story, Elizabeth Constantine, by Fielding 
Dawson ($1.50); books by James Broughton, published 
Centaur Press; and Will West, an American Narrative 
by Paul C. Metcalf. ($2.75) 
from MIGRANT BOOKS (Worcester, England): Four 
O'Ryan Poems by Charles Olson, in a broadside printing 
at 25c a copy 
orders forwarded to other publishers of any writer in the 
JARGON series, including NEW DIRECTIONS, PEREGRINE 
PRESS, PRINT WORKSHOP, WINDHOVER PRESS, CUM-
MINGTON PRESS, CONTACT PRESS, ORIGIN PRESS, etc. 
UNTIMELY PRESS 
EDWARD DAHLBERG, Editor 
LOUIS ZUKOFSKY, Assistant Editor 
HILLEL FRIMET & ROBERT CREELEY, Associate Editors 
Address all correspondence, for forwarding, to: 
JARGON PRESS, Highlands, North Carolina 
A policy: to print those lost or sepulchred in our cai­
tiff towns and cities and who have no hope of gleaning 
anything except wind and disappointment from our 
purulent publishing houses. 
The first volume will contain the poetry and prose of 
no more than five to six authors, some very well known, 
others hapless, but gifted obscurians who must eat their 
own verse instead of giving it to others. What we can­
not give to people soon becomes chaff and ashes in our 
mouth. The second volume will be Louis Zukofsky's 
Poems. 
Mrs Jacobs: 
In the nature of an amended note written 
after the enclosures T find printers are asking eight 
hundred dollars to print a thousand copies of my opus 
T «ve Left,some twenty years in writing and researching. 
Its nature and content seems wholly outside 
the providence of commercial firms and hence appears 
to he a subsidy work. 
Is there any way,or can anything be done via 
the State Library to obtain the necessary funds,in full 
or in part,for this project? 
Thank you for your help in this connection. 
ixcere Ty7) 
*ern Porter 
General Delivery 
Calais, Maine 
July 12,1960 
July 15, I960 
Dr. Bern Porter 
General Delivery-
Calais, Maine 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
You are kind to keep in mind the Maine Author 
Collection, and to send us from time to time material 
to be added. We acknowledge with thanks the recent 
mailing. 
Unfortunately, we cannot be encouraging about 
your problem of the umpublished manuscript, I'VE LEFT. 
We have no funds available to us for this kind of 
activity, and as far as we know, the state does not 
subsidize publication of anything, except of course 
its own laws, statutes and court reports, or its own 
publicity material. 
If anyone wants to apply for state aid of this 
sort, the only way to do it is to have a bill intro­
duced in the legislature by his representative. 
Such a bill will usually present the matter as an 
outright purchase — say "to buy 200 copies at $5.00", 
or whatever the figures may be. This presupposes 
the publication is available already, printed, bound, 
for sale at an established price. If you take up 
resicende in Maine, you may want to discuss the matter 
with the representative from your town and district, 
for further information. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
The Aroostook 
Republican 
Caribou,Maine 
May 11,1961 
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er which is exceedingly rich, var-
,is ied, and colorful in its depths." 
j Poster and his wife leave soon 
x. for Russia via Montreal and Nor-
x, way. 
e-1 o 
id „ 
GRAND ISLE — Bern Porter 
Maine author of such varied £> 
titles as Art Techniques, Echil-
leriicuus, Physics for Tomorrow, 
and a long list of monographs, 
has tipent the past year travel­
ing and gathering materials 
throughout New England, Cana­
da, the United States and the 
St. John Valley for his work in 
process, "Tales of Ashland." The 
last two months have been 
spent in Madawaska and vicini­
ty-
Born 50 years ago at Porter 
Settlement, Me., Porter came to 
Calais from Australia in March 
of last year, moved on to Ash­
land in August to examine the 
Maine educational system, con­
duct an educational test for the 
Institute of Avanced Thinking; 
and to travel over the wide area 
extending from the Allagash to 
Labrador, Prince Edward Island, 
Cape Breton and Nova Scotia, in 
search of area customs, speech, 
habits and local color. 
In Calais, Porter completed the 
work "What Our Legends, with 
the New York poet, Richard Hig-
g'ins. In Madawasfoa, he com­
pleted "Waste Maker," 1926-
1961. 
I-Iis new work will use key 
people of Ashland as composite 
types of the entire area studied. 
Summing up the entire year 
tins week in Madawaska, Porter 
c,
"-id, "Part of the Canadian 
i\l -riunes and this part of East­
ern Maine has an essential indi­
genous quality which arises 
from the rugged climate, com­
parative isolation, early settler 
blood strain, and traditions of 
several distinct cultures; all of 
€anakian pacific 
CHATEAU FRONTENAG 
QUEBEC 
(Xm % ^.vSacfffa 
(3 (jeav -Wjo lU OM\ 
aJLotY- lc^cMJii -^ h tubs 
Ao /IftO-ck kaWale\, Usjtu BtflWtC 
!(5juucfi Sdioa l^ au4 sltjz*s. Uai lm 
WO I MX£| -CUAU <Svuc .^ u • > l^x\ "cuMu oMLiJtL,^  
tS^r~\XMlJL> Ao $CuLL &U.  ^0 \CcA-
4pacci iaautki  ^mWm a da k 
S&uA. 
October 12, 1961 
Mr. Bern Porter 
P 0 Box 235 
Canaan, New Hampshire 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Thank you for your faithfulness in sending 
the clippings to be added to your material in 
the Maine Author Collection files. 
And good wishes for whatever book engages 
your attention at present. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
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«Alle arkitekter i USA 
burde besoke \arvik» 
•! x 
~ ~~ 
\ v 11 
• •-. .. .... . ... _..._ 
— Ikke bare en interessant 
tur, men en nodvendig tur. Alle 
amorikanske arkitekter trenger 
en tur til Skandinavia, pasta r 
Bern Porter, arkitekt og «de-
signer» fra San Fransiseo, USA. 
Porter horer for evrig ikk(< 
nied i den gruppen av ameri­
kanske turister som vi gjerne 
betrakter som «typisk ameri-
kansk». Han liar ingen planer 
om a gjore uriria Eiiropa pa fire 
ukers sommerferie og komme 
lijem til Amerika og fortelle at 
ban rakk sit og si mange land 
pa ferieturen. 
— Jeg er kommet hit 
med det m&l a stiudere moderne 
skamdinavisk arkitektur, sier 
Porter. — Forst har jeg opp-
holdt meg i Sverige, og na er 
jeg kommet med jernbane tiJ 
(Narvik. Jeg har tenkt meg vi-
dere nordover, til Hammerfest, 
Honningsvag og Kirkenes og s& 
til'ba<ke til Narvik, og menin-
gen er A bruke to uker her 
oppe pS. det jeg vil Be. 
— Jeg ser at dere har en 
mengde nye bygg her i Narvik, 
og for meg er dette en uhyre 
interessant by. Dere som bor 
her og ser alt sammen daglig, 
dere legger nok ikke s&nn mer-
ke til alle de detaljene som jeg 
spesielt fester meg ved, tak-
konstruksjoner, plasseri ng av 
skorsteinene, vinduone og alt det 
andre som utgjer helheten i byg-
gene. 
— Det som kanskje impone-
rer meg mest her er standarden 
og kvaliteten. Navviks radhus 
for eksempel er et fremragende 
eksempel pa dyktigheten hos de 
norske handverkere. Det er kva-
litet over det hele, ikke hast-
verksarbeid som holder seg peait 
i f& ar. Det er tydelig at h&nd-
ver.kerne her gir seg tid til a 
utfore forsteklasses arbeid og 
ikke bare fa det unna pa kor-
test mulig tid. En sS. enkel 
ting som vimdusinnfatningene 
, her. S&nt finner vi ikke i USA. 
Her er det kvalitet til minste 
detalj og tydelig at det er laget 
for & vare. Det blir iikke som i | USA der tak sprekker og vin-
j duene blir letkk to—tre &r etter 
I at et nytt bygg er tatt i bruk. 
Jeg har i det hele tatt hostet 
i en mengde gode tips her, og. 
nA skal jeg studere nsermere 
samenes tegninger og veving. 
OgsS. det kan sikkert gi meg 
nye impulser. 
— En aninen ting som s.l&r 
meg bade her og ellers i Skajn-
d'navia, er den naere kontak-
ton folk far med kunsten. Her 
f;nner vi ma'erier og skulptur 
i skoler, p;\ rfldhus og pa gater 
og torg. Folk blir ikke nodt til 
a era i museer for & se kunst 
slik s^m i USA, men lever med 
den hver dag. 
— Selvsagt vil norske arki­
tekter som kommer til USA 
''unae fa ideer der ogsa, men 
jeg tror likevel at amerikanere 
i Skand'navia ville fa enda fler 
"•"ode tirs. I det hele tatt, en : 
fur til Skandinavia, og kanskje ' 
soesielt til Narvik, burde vaere 
oblirratorisk for amerikanske 
"ikitekter og ingen'orer, h! Ut­
ter SanFrana-sc^-arldtekten. 
F R E M O V F I ?  
Fredag 4. august 1961 
jjA&OiK. ftJc&ujxy 
Amer ikansk  ark i tek t  
b y g g e r  h u s  a v  l u f t  
— Rent fantastiskt, rent fantastiskt, sa mr Bern Porter fr&n San 
Francisco nar han vandrat runt 1 LuleAs shopping. En sin har ro-
iig och pigg konstruktion har jag aldrig sett tidigare, varken i USA 
eller Europa och jag har faktiskt sett det mesta. Och si piockade 
han upp papper och ritstift och borjade gora berakningar och akisser 
for framtiden. 
Mr Porter tilllidr nagot sam heter 
SCI ARCH i San Francisco, en for-
eming arkitekter som planerar hus 
for framtiden. 
— Ar det staden som byggt det 
har sflioppinghuiset sa han? 
— Nej, diert ar ett privatbygge. 
— I sa fall har byggherren min 
kamplimang, sa mr Porter. Att Ifrta 
en airkitekt fa husera si har fritt 
det vittivar am fdrubseende och in­
tuition. I Amierika tror jag inite »tt 
n&gon faistiighetsagare stoulie ha v&-
gat. Ja, diet ser nastan ut soim am vi 
skutlle m«i gott av att skicka v&ra 
urvga arkitekter till det har larudiet. I 
Sverige firms imycket att lara, t. o. m. 
i stader av den har storieken. 
Varefter mr Porter borjade skis-
sera upp byggandet av ett lufthus 
och en bungalow av vatten. Men 
det hade for mycket smak av science 
fiction sJ vi tryckte den noble man-
nens hand ooh sa farva. Exitrema 
hus, det m& vara hant, men lufthus 
m&ste val under alia fbrhAllande 
bli luftslott. 
SCI ARCH mr Bern Porter frati 
San Francisco beundrar Shop­
pings extrema linjer. 
B DAG: BERN PORTER 
Xcu.rtf IbiXitL', /cYU;Cu| 
CXc^ uA-V \*£, 
G^b^dt* G'ui&L 
Oppdagelser i 
norsk arkitektur 
Bern Porter kom til redak-
sjonen for d fortelle at han had-
de gjort oppdagelser i norsk arki­
tektur. l)0rt stor-rutete benklcer, 
skjorte med litt mindre ruter og 
nylonjakke med sjatteringer bar 
han tydelig preg av A voire ame-
rikansk turist. Raskt tegnet 
Porter pi sin blokk et omriss av 
v&rt langstrakte land og merkct 
med suveren sikkerhet Kirkenes 
av akkurat der byen ligger. Han 
hadde stdtt like ved den russiske 
grensen, og hvor mange ameri-
kanske turister kan vel skryte av 
det! Like vel, kontakten med Sov­
iet var bare en bisak. Av ganske 
annen betydning er for eksempel 
de norske kirkespirene. Bern 
Porter har reist fra den ene byen 
og bygda til den andre, vcert pd 
en rekke av sm&0yene langs 
kysten nordpd og sett hvordan 
nordmennene liar bygd opp bom-
beherjede str0k. Han fant mange 
fine smi kirker, og som sagt, 
spirene var scerlig et studium 
verdt. Og sd all den kunstneriske 
utsmykkingen pd mur. I Statene 
md vi gd i museer for d se kunst 
i det liele tatt, sukker Bern 
Porter oppgitt. 
Norske byggverk er i det hele 
tatt preget av en vidunderlig 
sans for kvalitet, sier Porter med 
misunnelse i r0sten. Det samme 
gjelder m0bler, verkt0y, kjokken-
utstyr, Scandinavian Design er 
et kjent og skattet begrep ogsd 
i San Fransisco, der han bor 
SiErlig er skandinaviske m0bler 
populcere, men kostbare. Det «r ^ 
;o ikke sd helt billig d frakte 
dem over Atlanteren. 
— Dere nordmenn tar sd mange 
fine arkitektoniske detaljer som 
en selvf0lge, men for meg som 
amerikansk arkitekt, er sd mye 
her nytt, fortsetter han og note-
rer nye momenter for oss pd sin 
blokk. Den skrd takavslutningen 
som er sd vanlig her, er not vi 
kan Icere av. Hos oss blir nesten 
alle tak avsluttet brdtt og tvert. 
Noe sd enkelt som <sn0-bremse-
ne» pd enkelte tak i Trondheim, 
er ogsd verd d merke seg. Jeg 
har ikke sett det andre steder. 
Og vinduer med dobbelt eller tre-
dobbelt glass burde ogsd vi inn-
1 0 r e ,  f o r  m a n g e  s t e d e r  i  U S A  
blir det svcert kaldt vinters tid. 
Bryggerekken i Trondheim var 
det mest opmuntrende morgen-
syn Porter har hatt pd lenge. 
Han sd det da han kom kj0rende 
nordfra. Reisen med motorvogn 
fra Fauske ble ogsd noe helt 
spesielt. To smd vogner med bare 
et par manns besetning i eks-
pressfart, utenkelig i USA, der 
tog skal voire sd lange. Hadde vi 
hatt deres motorvogner, ville 
langt fame amerikanske jern-
baner vcert lagt ned, mener 
Porter, og forteller at det finnes 
stater i USA i dag der det ikke 
er jernbane i det hele tatt. De 
gamle stasjonene er solgt for 
lenge siden til annet bruk. 
1 Trondheim blir arkitekt 
Porter sannsynligvis en ukes tid. 
Han h&per d treffe Colleger. Men 
viktigere enn d diskutere teorier, 
er det jo d se hvordan de kon-
krete resultatene er blitt. 
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Nordmenns leselyst har 
imponert 
Cappelen interessert i Porters Miller-b0ker 
Forlegger Bern Porten, San Fran-
sisco: Norge rundt, med 'bit, tog og 
buss. Og pr. tommelfinger! 
Forlegger Bern Porter er i Oslo. 
Etter en maneds rundtur i Norge, 
med bat, buss, tog og pr. tommel­
finger. Uh0ytidelig antrukket og 
godt pressevant forti 
sin — meget interessante Norges-
tur viet studium av bokdistribu-
sjon og folks lesevaner. Dessuten 
om at Cappelens forlag skal vsere 
interessert i 4 kjope en rekke av 
Henry Miller's boker som han har 
utgivelsesretten til. 
Bokene Cappelen i f0rste rekke 
skal vsere interessert i er «Murder 
the Murder», «Echolalia», •Sem­
blance of a Devoted Past» og <Pligt 
of the Artist*. 
Det norske forlaget skal ogsi vse­
re interessert i & gi ut «The Happy 
Rock», en bok om Miller, skrevet 
av 35 av hans naermeste venner, 
kunstnere og forfattere. 
STARTET I KRISTIANSAND 
Porter startet Norgesturen i Kri-
stiansand, fortsatte til Bergen, vi-
dere til Nordkapp og sfi, til Kirke-
nes. — Jeg kom for 4 se b0ker, for-
teller han, men jeg ble mer forels-
ket i den norske natureo. Og skulle 
Krust og Kennedy begynne 6. skyte 
pa hverandre en gang, mfi, det vel 
vsere plass nok til at hele jordens 
befolkning kan gi i dekning pa 
Deres endelose vidder som ligger 
ubebodd, foresl&r forleggeren. 
Porter gir i klesveien slett ikke 
inntrykk av 4 veere topp-business-
mann fra USA. Buksen og skjorten 
er typisk turistens, kanskje enda 
mer uv0rne enn vi er vant til & se. 
Men denne ene m&neden av ftret 
som Porter alltid bruker til reiser 
i utlandet, innbyr ikke til dress og 
stiv snipp. Mannen som gir ut 
150 boker arlig. i et opplag gom 
varierer fra 1000 til 10 000 pr. bok. 
har faktisk hiket endel av veien 
gjermom Norge! 
DISTRIBUSJONEN 
Den norske bokdistribusjon har 
interessert ham mye, s&vidt vi for-
st&r. I USA er det slik at forlegger-
ne har selgere som reiser rundt til 
bokhandlerne og frembyr de nye 
utgaver. I Norge er det slik at alle 
bokhandlere far et visst antall nye 
b0ker i kommisjon. 
— Pa den mftten fftr dere en 
langt storre spredning av b0kene, 
og jeg er ogsft overrasket over a 
ha funnet bokhandlere og bibliote-
ker pa de minste og mest avsides-
liggende steder. Jeg er imponert 
over at norske aviser skriver sa 
meget om b0ker, og jeg er impo­
nert over at folk leser sa meget. 
TV og radio er vare harde konkur-
renter i USA. Folk far ikke lange 
tiden igjen til en bok. 
I SAN FRANSISCO 
Bern Porter Books har sitt hoved-
kontor i San Fransisco. Porter skal 
i de naermeste dager besoke 0st-
folddistriktet, og sf tar han baten 
hjem til statene. 
— Og neste ars manedsferie? 
— Den gar kanskje til Danmark 
eller Sverige, jeg vet ikke enna. 
Men jeg kan godt tenke meg Skan-
dinavia, sier han. 
P. 0. BOX 3344 / SAN JOSE / COSTA RICA / CABLE BALMORAL 
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Distinguido periodista norteamericano y su senora llegaron 
via Lacsa 
Bern Porter, importante y distinguido pe­
riodista norteamericano, que ejeree gran influen-
cia en los periodicos del Sur de los Estados Uni-
dos, llego al pais en compania de su senora, a 
bordo del DC-6-B, Cuatrimotor de LACSA. El 
periodista Porter permanecera varios dias en el 
pais para conocer la capital y distintas pro-
vincias, enterarse de las costumbres nacionales 
y escribir una serie de cinco articulos en im-
portantes diarios norteamericanos, lo que indu-
dablemente sera muy beneficioso para atraer las 
corrientes turisticas. 
El senor Porter y su senora aparecen en la 
grafica en compania del senor Fernando Pa-
checo, Jefe de Estacion en el Aeropuerto lnter-
nacional. 
11 WATER ST., WATERV1LLE TR 2-2290 
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Physicist Is 'Startled' 
During Soviet Visit 
By RICHARD PLUMMER 
MADISON — A well-known 
c o n s u l t i n g  p h y s i c i s t ,  v i s i t i n g  
here over the holidays with his 
brother, provided in an inter­
view this week some of his im­
pressions of Russia as he saw 
that country during a visit there 
for a month this past summer. 
Bern Porter labeled as "start­
ling" to him discoveries he made 
in Russia on the trip with Mrs. 
Porter. 
IN PORTER'S WORDS, the 
Russians are using "a principle 
of selected essentials." They be­
lieve many of the items which 
Americans have come to take 
for granted are not essential. 
And they apply this theory of 
what is necessary to everything. 
These people produce what 
they consider to be basic prod­
ucts in large quantities. "They 
feel that two of these fundamen­
tals are science and engineering 
and in these fields they lead the 
world," Porter stated. 
"While the free world occu­
pies Itself with the production of 
luxuries, Russians work endless­
ly to place their nation at the 
top in science, engineering and 
also the fine arts. 
Porter made plans to visit the 
country as a private citizen, at 
his own expense, after he 
learned the Russians were study­
ing his book, Physics for Tomor­
row. This is his own system for 
combining science and the arts. 
He discovered, through a friend 
who had traveled in the nation, 
that Russian scientists were 
using three of the nine "key 
words" which he originated and 
used in Physics for Tomorrow. 
"I went over there to see what 
they were doing with my ideas 
and also to observe their particu­
lar way of life. In short order I 
discovered they are employing theories 
this system which I 
"They had at their disposal more 
scientific magazines from our 
country than libraries over here 
have." 
"They take a child at the age 
of six and start making a sci­
entist out of him—they are be­
coming engineers and scientists 
f o r  t h e  g l o r y  o f  t h e  s t a t e .  I n  
this same pattern they have a 
culture involving ballet, litera­
ture, music, sculpture, all the 
fine arts. Also, a staggering pro­
gram in the study of the ocean 
and of weather. 
Porter brought out the point 
that, while most of our nation's 
research is translated into their 
language, less than one tenth of 
their studies are translated from 
the Russian language into Eng­
lish for our scientists to read. 
"I do not want you to get the 
idea I favor such a way of liv­
ing as theirs but I would like 
to sound the alarm — to help 
spread more of the truth. The 
West has been literally asleep 
for years while the Russians 
have been forging ahead in ev­
ery conceivable area." 
AS AN EXAMPLE of this, 
Porter said Russia's space pro­
gram has been in existence for 
65 years. Their rocket program 
was underway in 1898. By 1908 
practically all the mathematics 
had been developed. Then they 
took ideas in 1918 from Goddard 
of the United States and also 
received more help from the j 
Germans. 
The physicist refutes the idea 
that the Russians would have 
made little progress scientifical­
ly without German know-how. 
"They have utilized every bit of 
information possible in the 
world but they, themselves, are 
no fools. They are extremely 
capable." 
"They 
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Physicist Jisits In Madison 
Bern Porter, consulting physicist, looks over a 
Russian newspaper with Mrs. Porter. The well-
known scientist and his wife spent a month this" 
summer in Russia. They are staying througli 
the holidays with Porter's brother, Harold, who 
owns and operates a Madison pharmacy. (Senti­
nel Photo by Plummer) 
* principle of selected essentials. 
As an illustration, there are very 
few automobiles for private cit­
izens. But they have taxis, buses, 
trolley cars and trains—the very 
finest of them." 
' THEY HAVE ONE radio and 
one television station, each send­
ing out just the one program 
during the day—either popular, 
classical or educational, which­
ever it happens to be. They be­
lieve anything additional is un­
necessary. And the Russians 
have fine newspapers. They car­
ry no advertisements. Commer­
cialism, as we know it here, does 
rot exist." 
In one of Moscow's two large 
libraries, Porter saw about 500 
persons reading, in English, 
A m e r i c a n  t e c h n i c a l  j o u r n a l s .  
aspire to spread their 
i. and ideas throughout 
have called the world. And when Khrush' 
chev states he will bury us, he 
means he will flood the world 
with the basic items of steel, oil, 
rubber and tin, all of which they 
have in abundance." 
Porter labeled the Iron Cur­
tain as actually a language bar­
rier. "I believe It is an artificial­
ly concocted phrase to conceal 
the truth. The fact is the Rus­
sians are out to over-run the 
world by economic, scientific, 
engineering and cultural means, 
and they are doing it. I believe 
this fact ought to be stated and 
that we ought to wake up." 
The scientist was of the opin­
ion we ought to take their theory 
of selected essentials and apply 
it to our own culture. 
"We should see that our peo­
ple are physically and mentally 
fit. We should not dissipate our 
natural resources in useless and 
luxurious items. Lastly, we ought 
to do things for our nation with 
the objective of putting it In a 
j state of attainment. We need na­
tional objectives to make our 
country great. We need to be on 
our guard." 
THE RUSSIAN LEADERS have 
tried to stamp out religion and 
in this way they have been un­
successful, Porter said. "The re­
ligious spirit is very strong in 
man and cannot be discouraged 
or removed- If the Russian sys­
tem breaks down, it will be in 
this area that it first disinte­
grates." 
It is Porter's feeling that the 
lack of success in the negotiations 
between our country and theirs 
is due a great deal to the inabili­
ty of officials of the two nations 
to discuss issues clearly. "The 
same words mean different 
things in the two languages. They 
will never be able to sit down 
and talk as they should because 
of the differences in the two 
cultures and the varying shades 
in meaning of the same words." 
Porter and his wife, the for­
mer Margaret Preston of San 
Francisco, Cal., crossed the Rus­
sian frontier from Finland in 
June. They stopped at many 
railroad stations along the way 
to Lenningrad where they re-
mained a week before continuing 
on to Moscow. 
Before going to Russia he 
studied architecture and housing 
in Norway and Sweden. 
Mr. and Mrs. Porter will re­
main through the holidays with 
Porter's brother, Harold, who 
operates a Madison pharmacy. 
A sturgeon may lay seven mil­
lion eggs at a time. 
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VISITING IN MADISON 
General Delivery 
Castaner 
Puerto Rico 
January 19,1962 
Maine Author Collection 
Augusta, Maine 
A brief stop in Maine December 3 through 
January 3 gave little time to stop by for a visit. 
Besides being interviewed in Madison by a reporter 
from the Waterville Morning Sentinel at Madison T 
completed there Scandinavian Summer and Aphasia, 
two volumes I hope later to present to you,a copy 
of the latter already having gone to the collection 
of titles being kept in the Treasure Room at the 
Colby College Library. 
Cor 
January 25, 1962 
Mr. Bern Porter 
General Delivery 
Castaner 
Puerto Rico 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Thank you for the recent interesting infor­
mation and the newspaper article. 
We hope that your winter is pleasant and. 
that you find your neighbors congenial. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
June 16, 1964 
Dr. Bern Porter 
General Delivery 
Waldwick, New Jersey 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
A pleasant surprise, indeed, to have your 
newest contribution to the Maine Author 
Collection. Congratulations on, and thank you 
for, I've LEFT. You are kind to remember us, 
and we appreciate it. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
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6 6 T E A M 9  l e e . "  
(TECHNICALLY EXPERIENCED ASSOCIATES, 
MOBILIZED) 
541 HUNTING RIDGE ROAD, STAMFORD, CONN. 
TELEPHONE: 322-3739 
O F F I C E R S  
CHARLES S. VENABLE, Chairman 
WALTER M. SCOTT, Vice Chairman 
W. S. LIENHARDT, Secretary 
NORMAN A. SHEPARD, Treasurer 
WALTER M. SCOTT 
Chairman, Project Development Committee 
HENRY L. COX 
Vast Chairman 
January 1, 1965 
Name. The name of the corporation is Technically 
Experienced Associates, Mobilized, Inc. and the abbre­
viation and commonly used form of the name is TEAM, 
Inc. TEAM, Inc. was incorporated under the Membership 
Corporation law of New York September 29, 1959. It is 
a non-profit organization. 
Nature of Membership. TEAM, Inc. is a group of 
retired scientists, engineers, and other technically and 
professionally qualified personnel who are prepared to 
make part of their time available in advisory services on 
a non-remunerative basis to government and other public 
and social agencies acting in the public welfare and for 
the human good. 
Fields of Interest and Activity. In general, the fields 
of activity in which TEAM, Inc. undertakes to make 
the advisory services of its members available lie in the 
broad areas of research management, scientific and tech­
nical education, public health and welfare, conservation 
and development of human and natural resources, 
national defense. Examples of such services concern 
research organizational problems, feasibility studies in 
the industrial utilization of native sands and ores and 
local industrial waste products, development of profit­
able end-uses for wood and agricultural products, surveys 
of local water resources. 
TEAM, Inc. possesses no laboratory or development 
facilities, nor does it intend to invade the field of pro­
fessional consultation as commonly practiced for fee. 
However, its members on assignment often find them­
selves in a position to recommend available experimental 
facilities and/or specially qualified consultants. 
Operational Procedure. Members of TEAM, Inc. 
register their experience, qualifications and fields of 
interest with the central office of TEAM, Inc. TEAM, 
Inc. in turn makes the availability of its members known 
to government agencies, educational institutions, and 
other organizations which may have a proper and suit­
able use for such services. On receipt of inquiry from 
such agency or organization TEAM, Inc. determines the 
interest of its members in possible assignment in such a 
project, and undertakes to arrange a suitable contract for 
the services of those members selected by the inquirer 
and the Chairman of the Project Development Commit­
tee. Members of TEAM, Inc. retain the right to decline 
any offered assignment without giving a reason for 
such action. 
Contract Procedure. The preferred form of contract 
is one in which TEAM, Inc. agrees to assign selected 
members to provide inquirer with the services agreed 
upon. In certain cases, individual contracts with TEAM 
members may be necessary under inquirer's normal 
operating procedure. In either case, -the TEAM members 
will donate their time, and are to be reimbursed only 
for travel and out-of-pocket expenses. The contractual 
arrangement, however, may involve a retainer fee to 
TEAM, Inc. to provide for office overhead expenses, the 
amount depending on the number of hours of member 
service involved in completing the contract and being 
determined at the time the contract is negotiated. 
Eligibility. Membership in TEAM, Inc. is open to 
retired scientists, engineers and other technically and 
professionally qualified personnel who are prepared to 
devote some part of their time and experience to services 
in the public welfare on a non-remunerative basis and 
who meet such qualifications as are established by the 
Membership Committee. 
Dues. Annual dues for membership in TEAM, Inc. 
are at present $25.00. 
Private Consulting Practice. Membership in TEAM, 
Inc. and compliance with its policies shall not interfere 
with the right of an individual member to make private 
arrangements to enter into commercial consulting work 
and to accept fees for such services. 
Inquiries. May be directed to "TEAM, Inc.," 541 
Hunting Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06903. 
MEMBERSHIP LIST 
AND 
COMPANY AFFILIATION BEFORE RETIREMENT 
*ATWELL, HAROLD V., Wappingers Fails, N. Y., and 
Sarasota, Fla. 
TEXACO, INC., Research Associate 
BODMAN, JOHN W., Winchester, Mass., & Sarasota, Fla. 
LEVER BROTHERS, Research Director 
BRATTON, GEORGE S., Carmel, Cal. 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC., Research Director 
CAD WELL, SIDNEY M., (Emeritus), Grosse Pointe, Mich. 
U.S. RUBBER COMPANY, Director, Res. and Dev. 
*COX, HENRY L., Clearwater, Fla. 
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO., Vice President 
*FREY, CHARLES N., Scarsdale, N. Y. 
STANDARD BRANDS, INC., Director of Scientific Relations 
•GRAHAM, HERBERT W., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORP., Vice President 
*HILL, J. BENNETT, Wynnewood, Pa. 
SUN OIL CO., Director, Res. and Dev. 
LIENHARDT, W. S., Springfield, N. J. 
M & T CHEMICALS, INC., Tech. Asst. to Vice Pres. Mfg. 
and Mgr. of Tech. Services 
MANNING, PAUL D. V., Pasadena, Calif. 
INTERNATIONAL MINERALS & CHEMICAL CORP. 
Senior Technical Vice President 
MARTIN, HARRY C., (Emeritus), Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
CARBORUNDUM CO., Vice President, Res. and Dev. 
MERCADO, PAUL D., Broomall, Pa. 
RADIO CONDENSER CO., Project Engineer 
MYERS, WILLIAM A., Springfield, Pa. 
ATLANTIC REFINING CO., Asst. Gen'l. Mgr. Res. and Dev. 
•OGBURN, JR., S. CICERO, Wilton, Me. and Naples Fla. 
FOOTE MINERAL CO., Vice President, Res, and Dev. 
PORTER, BERNARD H., Huntsville, Ala. 
INSTITUTE ADVANCED THINKING, Chm. of Board 
POWELL, ALFRED R., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
KOPPERS CO., Director of Research 
* SCOTT, WALTER M., Bethesda, Md. 
U.S. DEPT. AGR., Asst. Dir., Utilization Research 
*SHEPARD, NORMAN A., Stamford, Conn. 
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO., Chemical Director 
SMITH, NICOL. H., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dir. Res. and Dev. Labs. 
•STEWART, ALEX, Morristown, N. J. 
NATIONAL LEAD CO., Research Director 
STRAUSS, JEROME, State College, Pa. 
VANADIUM CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Vice Pres. and Tech. Dir. 
TAYLOR, ROBERT S., Austin, Texas 
SERVEL, INC., Director of Quality 
TIGERSCHIOLD, MAGNUS, Stockholm, Sweden 
GRANGESBERGSBOLAGET, Vice President of Res. and Dev. 
*VENABLE, CHARLES S., Wallingford, Pa. 
AMERICAN VISCOSE CORP., Director of Chemical Research 
WATT, LYNN A.,(Emeritus), St. Louis 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO., 
Dir. Dev. Dept., Org. Chem. Div. 
•Trustees 
February 23» 1965 
Dr. Bern Porter 
2009 Nee High Drive 
Huntsville, Alabama 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
Everywhere you go, you are adopted, arne't 
you? Huntsville seems no exception. We hope 
that you are finding the new location agreeable 
and comfortable this winter, and we very much 
appreciate your remembering the Maine Author 
Collection by sending the new brochure, WHAT 
HENRY MILLER SAID AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT. 
We shouldn't be surprised to have a 
communication one day with your return address 
on the moon. You will doubtless make it, and 
although there are those of us who want to stay 
where we are, we wish you success. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
Huntsville Physicist Views Life 
:n 
By FRED LINGEL 
I'VE LEFT, by Bern Porter, 
(Marathon, $5). 
If a physicist's view of life 
can be considered scientific, 
this new work by Huntsville 
author - physicist Bern Port­
er can be called a scientific 
book, but a popular one, for 
every reader. 
It begins with life as com­
munication and describes a 
number of related studies us­
ing printed words in various 
forms to detail an entirely new 
culture. Clothes, theatre, 
houses, art, food, hypertension, 
automobiles — any parapher­
nalia of the times — are equat­
ed to some odd-looking words 
all beginning with the letters 
"sci" for science. The process 
is somewhat like explaining 
away a puzzling disease by 
! coining a new word for it. 
Should this description of a 
1 major work 20 years in the 
m a k i n g  s o u n d  v a g u e  o r  
strange, the real thing is quite 
the contrary, for in the first 
11 pages Porter feels the pow­
er of words — real, honest, 
2_; stop and go, kilowatts of pow­
der words: "Yes, drop the 
jj!Bomb." As one of the multi­
tude who put the Bomb into 
, being he knows the power of 
the word "Yes" all too well. 
Poetry is good and fine. Let 
us steep the world in words of 
poetry. A poem on every bill­
board, on every playing card, 
says Porter. Or perhaps books 
would be the salvation of the 
world. Everyone must write a 
book, a book about himself —a 
book to see and show to others, 
a book to confess in a book to 
reflect in. Perhaps this is the 
way to a better life. 
Under such a plan the last 
paragraph of the first chapter 
is The Word: "It was the re­
volting, nauseous and wholly 
unbearable nature of obsoles­
cence itself that drove me to 
more concerted concentration 
of the inherent possibilities' 
within and finally to a point 
where I pressed the membrane, 
separating man and God clos­
er and closer to the Ultimate 
and indeed felt occasions when each of us as we live phvsical-
I had pierced the barrier suf­
ficiently to more than look past. 
The first to raise himself by 
his own boot-straps, I was thus 
able to see, hear, taste, feel 
and smell all things at all 
times. T'-'-tugh the combined 
use of I e faculties I be­
came all ..iings at any time in 
any place. Thus endowed, be­
ing so, I became me." 
In these words Porter is sens­
ing eternal life, saying with 
the writer Paul," — now we 
see through a glass darkly: but 
then face to face —" and final­
ly arranging part of an old, old 
song, "Be still and know that 
I am God." This is the great 
revelation that must come to 
jly and enroute to gaining a 
[realization of life. Each of us, 
:the first to do this in the time 
! and place in which we stand-
to do it of our own free will 
and alone: that is the ideal ob­
jective. 
In the final pages Porter out­
lines the new culture as seen 
through the eyes of a physicist: 
houses of air, churches of light, 
sprayed-on clothes — the whole 
gauntlet of technology chang­
ing man's environment. The 
volume's fine design and layout 
|tend to draw the reader deep­
er into a fascinating and feas­
ible world and make them 
yearn like the author to leave 
the one we know. 
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BERN PORTER 
BERNARD H. PORTER 
NASA scientist 
authors book 
An instrumentation scientist on 
the Saturn V rocket program for 
Boeing's Space Division In Hunts-
vllle has authorized a self-
Instructional programmed man-
"Mathematics for Electron-
les" Is the title of the volume, 
authored by Bernard H. Porter, 
and announced today by Prentice-
Hall, N. J., textbook publishers. 
The manual was written by 
Porter In colleboratlon with the 
staff of the Federal Electric 
Corp., a service associate of the 
International T elephone and Tele-
graph Corp. 
Designed for students planning 
to become technicians or engine-
ers in the electronics field, the 
640-page volume of 20 chapters 
gives extensive theory and prac­
tice in classical algebra, analy­
tical geometry, trigonometery 
and complex algebra where these 
topics are essential In the study 
of electronics. 
Porter pioneered an industrial 
programmed instruction—a me­
thod for self-Instructing persons 
on any skill of subject—for the 
Institute of Advanced Thinking 20 
years ago. 
Since that time, he has writ­
ten many articles on program-
mining and authored numerous 
texts on rocketry and physics. 
He Is a member of the Ameri­
can Society for Programed 
Instruction. 
Porter and his wife live at 
2009 Lee High Drive NE. 
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Author and Physicist 
Records Views of Life 
A physicist's view of life is re­
corded in a book written by Bern 
Porter, an Aero-Space Division 
employee working on the Saturn 
V program at Huntsville, Ala 
Porter's book, his fourth, has 
been published by Marathon, and 
is entitled, "I've Left." In it he 
expresses a feeling for the power 
of words and sensing of the eter­
nal. He outlines the new culture 
which he perceives through the 
eyes of a physicist: houses of 
air, churches of light, sprayed-on 
clothes — the whole gauntlet of 
technology changing man's envi­
ronment 
UJlCM-c-' 
OAtfS.ihofy, qyC 
Class Supervisor 
BERNARD H. PORTER, of 25 
Walter Hammond Placc, Wald-
wick, was one of the training 
specialists with the Federal 
Electric Corp., in Paramus, 
who worked out a system of 
programmed instruction tech­
niques for classroom use. Por­
ter supervised the first class 
using the new instruction tech­
nique. He is a physicist, who is 
listed in "Who's Who on the 
West Coast". 
\\. ^cV*AA^AA-PRAIRIE SCHOONER, HDL 
grows too wisely passive. The vivid passage of the king whose heart breaks 
is ruined by a lifeless closing. Jarrell's problem here is ubiquitous to this 
collection. Masks and personae are attempted which, in general, fail to 
acquire distinct and individual voices. These personages speak with the same 
tone, their humor is indistinguishable, and their shared voice is depressingly 
tired. The dominant persona (see "In Hospital" and "In Galleries") re­
sembles a fairly well-heeled, middleaged William Ernest Henley (a friend of 
Prufrock) who makes a few selected rounds of life. To shift the reference, 
this principal type resembles a tedious but intelligent person who invites 
us to his apartment to see his photograph album. Possibly, I am like some 
of Wordsworth's first readers who, as Jarrell imagines, exclaimed, "It's so 
simple I can't understand it!" But I don't think so. The advent of the 
Beats, followed by their quick scattering, and the current writers of the 
Absurd have made us (and for the good, I think) intemperate of all but the 
finest Establishment work. The most recent work of Randall Jarrell fails to 
satisfy. 
ROBERT L. PETERS 
Becoming Oneself 
BERN PORTER, I've Left, Marathon Press. 
Followers of the work and life of Henry Miller are familiar with the 
name Bern Porter. He has earned their gratitude by publishing, with 
money earned from his work on the Manhattan District, such Miller 
classics as "What Are You Going To Do About Alf," "The Plight of the 
Creative Artist in the United States of America," "Semblance of a Devoted 
Past," "Echolalia," and "Henry Miller Miscellanea." All these are now 
scarce, high-priced collector's items. In addition, Porter has continuously 
published, on a noncommercial basis, the work of numerous writers and 
poets. (Porter, incidentally, who had been drafted into the atomic-bomb 
project, quit the day after the Hiroshima holocaust.) 
I've Left is Porter's statement on life and art. Based on his experiences 
as scientist, engineer, publisher, writer, painter, sculptor, photographer, and 
journalist, as well as holder of multitudinous odd jobs—and how these have 
touched him as a thinking, caring man—it reveals a furious, almost inter­
necine battle between the scientist and the artist in him, the struggle to 
bring them together, and to join them both to life. The book, it may be 
forewarned, is a mixture of science, philosophy, aesthetics, social criticism, 
humor (always in dead earnest), and fantasy, leaving the reader, at times, 
to determine for himself at which point one becomes another. He begins 
with poetry: 
270 
REVIEW 
In this house everyone's a mother. 
My wife's a mother, the cook's a mother, the maid's a mother 
The governess's— 
why isn't the governess a man? 
The idea is, apparently, that we weave relationships with others, that the 
female threatens the male, and that governesses are, perhaps, of doubtful 
sex. These ideas require fresh insight to prevent their sounding vapid. Lack­
ing insight, this poem waffles off into a genteel tentativeness, despite the 
presence of occasional jewels in the sand. Here is one fine passage: 
The moonlight comes to the fir 
That stands meekly, a child in its nightgown, 
In the midst of many shadows. 
It has come to its father and mother 
To wake them, for it is morning 
In the child's dream; and the father wakes 
And leads it back to its bed, and it never wakes. 
The echoes of fir, father, mother, and father work subtly, as does the re­
peated wakes of the final lines. In addition, Jarrell allows the delicacy of the 
child's action to develop smoothly from the fine image of the firtree in the 
moonlight. 
"Well Water" fails for other reasons. Reminiscent of Robert Frost's 
poetry, it lacks both Frost's whimsy and his favored numb flat effect, which 
he seldom allowed to usurp a poem. Jarrell tells too much (the pump, for 
example, is "absurd") and disappoints by the slack repetition of "dailiness," 
a spongy note. The cumulative effect is genteel, slightly pretentious, and self­
consciously cultured. This is martini verse. A similar failure occurs in yet 
another weary poem drawing comparisons between Philistine America and 
cultured Europe, "In Galleries." At a crucial point words fail Jarrell: the 
Italian museum guard's gestures, the poet sings, "are full of faith in—of 
faith." American museum guards remain silent, and faithless apparently, the 
way most of us prefer museum guards to remain. A passage from another 
poem, "The One Who Was Different," lacks explicitness and bogs down in 
Eliotesque wordplay: 
You give me the feeling that the universe 
t Was made by something more than human 
For something less than human. 
But I identify myself, as always, 
With something that there's something wrong with, 
With something human. 
"A Hunt in the Black Forest" is more successful. A fine skein of internal 
rhyme weaves through the opening stanza, and the final blurring of the 
children's faces is effective. But the poem meanders. The opening im­
mediacy of the boy's world is displaced by imagery for adults; and the child 
269 
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Incapable of fabricating poems I toyed with their decoration when 
they needed none, desecrating, remolding until beyond recognition they 
were born again as new entities. 
When their nakedness in published form seemed raw I added end­
papers, frontispieces, decorated covers, three-color jackets and hand-
drawn illustrations, effecting extravagant costs, accomplishing little. 
He tells of printing poems on postcards, playing cards, cigar wrappers, 
chess pieces, signboards, shirts—anything to get them out into the world, to 
get them read. He moves on to other written forms, utilizing color, type, 
and layout in outrageous fashion. 
Printed pages became alive, freed of their black and white dullness, 
their blurred maze of greyness became an experience in color, meaning 
and understanding. I had thus advanced the reading and printing art 
immeasurably and much ahead of earlier experiments wherein a given 
book had seven colors of pages randomly distributed with no two books 
the same and for the sole purpose of causing the reader to readjust 
himself physically, emotionally, psychologically when passing from the 
bottom of a page of regularly-set black type on green paper to the top 
of a blue one. Kicking readers in their mental teeth was passional with 
me. Thumbing a book of seven pages, seven colors, seven word color 
per seven lines was nauseously tedious. 
Are these memoirs or fancy? Did it all "happen"? It doesn't really matter. 
As Ken Kesey's mental patient explains (in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest), in as lucid a statement of artistic expression as ever presented, "It's 
the truth even if it didn't happen." (For a look at one of the "earlier ex­
periments" the reader is referred to Porter's The Happy Rock—it he can 
lay his hands on a copy—a collection of sometimes idolatrous panegyrics to 
Henry Miller.) 
What did happen is that Porter recognized that art, like man, is not 
immune from torpidity. Both need a renascence, a "shot in the arm" for 
revival. Art must be freed not only from such impediments as censorship, 
but from itself. Painting, for example: 
"Get the subject off the canvas out into the air," I said. 
"Reverse perspective." 
"Discard frames." 
"Let the matter crawl around on the wall." 
"Kick in the wall and let the stuff stand alone." 
His essay on clothing, commencing with an account of the act of dress­
ing, leads to this deadpan description: 
Note that I am now ready for the wars of survival as we know them 
... in short I am dressed. Note that I have on eleven separate garments 
or items. Note that these items have twenty-eight appurtenances. Note 
that only my legs are now covered with a single layer of cloth, that is 
my legs five inches above and five inches below my kneecaps. Notice 
that fourteen buttons have been used, two shoe laces, two euff links, 
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two armbands, one belt, one tie clasp, two collar buttons and one neck­
tie, plus one zipper, two garters and seven button holes which are not 
really button holes but only imitations of them. For some unaccount­
able reason six of these false button holes have buttons but the seventh 
does not. 
Obviously I am now neither scientifically, logically nor functionally 
and aesthetically dressed. And I have expended a quarter of a million 
movements in the thirty-six thousand times I have dressed myself these 
past forty years. Moreover the way out of this unfortunate tradition 
and profits bound dilemma is both obscure and difficult. 
Following an analysis of all possible improvements in our manner of 
dress, Porter arrives at the physicist's ultimate, the spray-on suit. But this 
too proves unsatisfactory, for "these and a staggering number of innovations 
for clothes coming from my personal studio are made obsolete by the simple 
discovery that the human body without embellishment is superior to any­
thing that can be prepared." 
The word obsolete is frequently come upon in this essay. Porter is 
heralding a new era, analogous in many respects to the one the astrologers 
call the Aquarian Age—an era where all encumbrances to free expression, 
and all barriers against the free perception and absorption of reality are torn 
away. 
He envisions science as the liberator of art and man. He talks of buildings 
with walls of air or water; music utilizing electronic innovations, and com­
bined with other art forms, such as photography; sculpture, combined with 
music, and, as "an object to be used," acting as fireplace, or heating and 
cooling system; a theatre, wherein one does not attend a play, but where 
"theatre goers were themselves the set, the stage, the play about to begin," 
a "theatre of the spirit." 
He designs book jackets; sculpts in bone and other perishable materials; 
experiments with montage and the use of polarized light and lens in photog­
raphy; designs toys for adults—"Do-Das"—to relieve hypertension; and offers 
layouts of book pages which startle the eye but entice the intellect to the 
words. (Examples of these may be seen in Porter's book, Art Techniques.) 
In short, Porter calls for a free union, a dissolving of life and art. As 
Henry Miller wrote in "Reflections on Writing," an essay doubtlessly read 
by Porter, "All art, I firmly believe, will one day disappear. But the artist 
will remain, and life itself will become not 'an art/ but art, i.e., will defi­
nitely and for all time usurp the field." 
His percipient analysis of the automobile is replete with sarcasm and 
bitterness. 
Is it not obvious that ... it is superfluous to build cars for cruising 
when there is no place to cruise? . . . even sillier to build them to go 
110 miles per hour when there are no stretches left in which to attain 
these speeds for more than a minute at a time . . . that engine powers 
over 80 horses are unnecessary for all but trucks . . . that weights over 
750 pounds are also unnecessary . . . that engines should consume one 
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gallon per every fifty miles instead of the present 9 to 18 miles per 
gallon . . . that fenders, sides could be made practically bend and dent 
proof save under the severest conditions . . . that cars could be made 
collision proof from any angle . . . that cars made now for actual atten­
tion free life of 4 to 9 months could be made to last a lifetime . . . that 
there is no reason why the inside of a car should be an exact replica of 
the living room . . . that a car brings out all the selfish, possessive, 
proud, fear and antisocial aspects of their owners . . . that with no place 
to go at 110 miles per hour and no place to park the car upon arrival 
makes the automobile really just another bauble fast approaching a 
point of even less usefulness, excepting its major role in nose and 
throat ailments via air pollution, its use or effect upon cleaning condi­
tions and dirt-free living to say nothing of its use as an end to voluntary 
suicide. 
It is obsolescence which obsesses Porter—the obsolescence of art, of 
architecture, of clothing, of the contrivances and gadgets within which 
modern man conceals himself from reality, from himself. And the ob­
solescence, that is to say, of man. In the midst of his essay on the uses of 
science to enrich poetry, he reveals his ultimate faith in man. It is somewhat 
reminiscent of Satori, this free-flow between man and environment, this call 
for unpolluted sensibilities so that perception may function as freely and 
fruitfully as breathing. 
It was the revolting, nauseous and wholly unbearable nature of 
obsolescence itself that drove me to more concerted concentration of the 
inherent possibilities within and finally to a point where I pressed the 
membrane separating man and God closer and closer to the Ultimate 
and indeed felt occasions when I had pierced the barrier sufficiently to 
more than look past. The first to raise himself by his own bootstraps I 
was thus able to see, hear, taste, feel and smell all things at all times. 
Through the combined use of these facilities I became all things at any 
time in any place. Thus endowed, being so, I became me. 
THEODORE KITAIF 
Apollonians and a Dionysian 
C. DAY LEWIS, ed., The Collected Poems of Wilfred Owen, New Directions. 
BABETTE DEUTSCH, Collected Poems 1919-1962, Indiana University Press. 
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS, In the Winter of Cities, New Directions. 
I suppose it is now generally acknowledged that Wilfred Owen was the 
best of the poets who saw front-line action in World War I: his biggest rivals 
were Siegfried Sassoon, whose reputation with his generation was very high 
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but whose effects seem too obvious to the present one, and Robert Graves, 
who had not, at that time, achieved his fullest maturity. To say, as does C. 
Day Lewis in his Introduction, that Owen's war poems are "probably the 
greatest in our [English] literature" may be to overstate the case somewhat, 
and I think that in any event there are not more than a dozen of them to 
which one could point in support of Mr. Lewis' claim that Owen is a major 
poet instead of the major minor poet we have been accustomed to thinking 
him. But certainly these dozen are very, very fine, and when we consider 
that some of them actually were written in dugouts, to the accompaniment 
of the heavy guns, they seem little short of miraculous: they also lead one 
to speculate concerning what Owen might have accomplished under more 
serene circumstances and had his life not been destroyed by one of those 
guns when he was only twenty-five. 
Of course the war, and his experiences in it( he received the Military 
Cross just a month before he died) did provide him with a subject worthy 
of his talent, but he was destined to enjoy the maturity of his gift for only 
two or three brief years—though to him, in No Man's Land, they must have 
seemed endless. He was never to know the excitement of handling a book 
of his own poems: only four of them were published in his lifetime, and 
few of the men with whom he served suspected that he was a poet at all. 
With the exception of Sassoon, Edmund Blunden, and Osbert Sitwell (and 
the French poet Laurent Tailhade, whom he had met in 1914 while tutor­
ing a family in Bordeaux) he had no literary friends. 
This collection, then, is badly needed, and long overdue. Besides in­
cluding all the poems in the two previous editions of Owen's work (by 
Sassoon in 1920 and Blunden in 1931), it contains a number of previously 
unpublished poems, as well as selected fragments and juvenilia. Mr. Lewis, 
who has studied all the available manuscripts, supplies variant readings, 
and his Introduction reveals the sensitiveness and perception which only a 
fellow poet could be expected to possess. Blunden's memoir, which appeared 
in the 1931 edition, is here reprinted in an appendix, and another appendix 
contains four holograph versions of "Anthem for Doomed Youth"—surely 
one of the greatest war poems in English. 
The others? Are there a dozen of them? Apart from the much-anthol­
ogized "Greater Love" and "Strange Meeting" there are "Mental Cases," 
whose horror is unforgettable; the fiercely ironic "S.I.W."; "Inspection," 
with its fine pathos; and (this one not a war poem) "Sonnet to a Child," 
which might have been written by Wordsworth in one of his better moments. 
These approach perfection, and there are many others which, except for an 
occasional phrase or image, are scarcely less successful. The popular Dulce et 
Decorum Est, because of its flatly didactic conclusion, I do not consider one 
of these, though of course it is very, very good of its kind. 
Among other things this collection establishes is that Owen, when he 
died, was well on his way to becoming a master prosodist: he had an un-
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You are generous to remember the Maine Author 
Collection, and we appreciate the latest additions: 
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MATHEMATICS FOR ELECTRONICS. 
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January 6, 1966 
Mr. Bern Porter 
2009 Lee High Drive 
Huntsville, Alabama 
Dear Mr. Porter! 
You are not a forgetful scientist, are you? 
Thank you for the recently received items, the 
review, ads, lecture folder, bibliography and 
book on Henry Mili«r# 
These are all being added with thanks to 
the Maine Author Collection. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collect! 
BERN PORTER 
A LETTER 
J A N U A R Y - F E B R U A R Y  I 9 6 7  
Among the books of current interest to me that may become permanent books 
rather than mere "best sellers" I must put at the top of my record of "important" 
books this month, CANNIBALS AND CHRISTIANS by Norman Mailer, (Dial 
Press—N.Y. 1966) which I have read, and re-read off and on for the past month. 
If there is any subject that now interests, as it has always interested mankind more 
than Death, and Sex and other aspects of our biological functions related to exist­
ence, it may be the wonder some have about what kind of existence may have 
preceded human birth, and what may follow the ending of human relationships in 
the, as usually considered, three dimensional space-time of earthly existence thru 
death or "change." 
Mr. Mailer here wonders a great deal about Death and Sex and mankind, and 
excent for Cyrus Sulzberger's book, which I have also just read, MY BROTHER 
DEATH (Harper & Row) I can recall no other book produced since Burton's 
ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY which more thoroughly explores the mystery 
of disease and dying as does Mr. Mailer's book. But it is the kind of work which 
can't be "reviewed" but only referred to with the statement, "here is a great book: 
but you, as a reader, must see it and decide for your own self as to what it is about 
really." I think there is no doubt but that once commenced, a reader of relative 
"maturity" will be forced to go through the work, perhaps wondering at the end, 
as I do, just what Mr. Mailer is "getting at." At least this is my question after spend­
ing several weeks reading and contemplating this interesting book. One must, if 
possible, see through the language, into the "spirit" (moods) as Mr. Mailer's terms 
"spirit" and "soul" remain rather undetermined finally, but I think he means 
"feeling-moods" usually out of which the work has come, in words so simple in 
many ways that a child can read them but deep enough so that only a really mature 
man or adult woman may commence to even wonder how to rightly understand 
them. But " appreciation" doesn't demand full "understanding" perhaps of any 
object of art finally. Mr. Mailer claims that this book was inspired by President 
Johnson in a way, and he dedicates it to him saying that his "name inspired among 
men" the desire to "cheer for me in public." This refers to a Talk Mr. Mailer gave 
at Berkeley when he suggested termination of the Viet Nam War, and suggested 
that in opposing President Johnson, "let little pictures of the President be made, 
and stuck up everywhere, upside down." Assuming, I suppose that with this ju-ju 
voodoistic technic, we might "help" President Johnson come to the "right" view-
point about War which of course, is Mr. Mailer's. This book is a collection of 
Mailer's writings from i960 to 1966 including his extraordinary poetry—the strangest 
I've ever read—and it fits into no "categories" or "patterns": it is not a Novel, but 
it is like an essay, cursorily written on Morality and Ethical behaviour, Art and 
Science; but it is not a mere treatise on these things. It is the commentary of perhaps 
a fairly representative younger American man, and a very thoughtful one, though 
rather angry at times, dealing with modern culture, or civilization (assuming that 
ours is "civilized"), and while he condemns most modern architecture, and political 
business and social manners and customs as well, he seems to have no way out 
except a kind of gotterdamerung-like explosion at the end of his book, where the 
entire planet is destroyed while a small group, [most responsible it seems for such 
a holocaust] go off in a space ship, towards some destination amongst the stars, 
unknown. Why he decided to annihilate the humans with the exception of such a 
few, may be apparent to others who read the book more than it was to me, because 
it seems as useless to destroy as to build, without moral purpose and meaning and 
with what some may assume are "good" motives, and intentions for life lived 
happily and healthily, not in a sickly and drunken and drugged way, upon earth 
here and now. 
Since I have received a few criticisms of my use of this word "humans" for the 
plural of "human beings" instead of the customary, "humanity," let me say that 
this usage has the authority of having been used by such writers as Count Korzybski 
—from whom I got it about 1935 I think in attending his talks on Semantics in Los 
Angeles;—and it is also justified, as correct modern usage by that local authority 
Roy Copperud, whose book, WORDS ON PAPER I can recommend for this, and 
other reasons, including the necessity he suggests that the press should commence 
reforming itself, particularly in its use of cliches, and let me add also of extrapola­
tions which it too often substitutes for the facts! 
What follows is a report on the three week-ends in October and November spent 
at Ojai, with my good friend David Turrell, while we listened to J. Krishnamurti, 
whose picture appears here — 
This drawing of Krishnamurti 
was made by William J. DeSilva 
from a photograph, especially for 
this issue of A-LETTER. 
J. Krishnamurti is the only world-teacher 
I've known and read since about 1926 yet liv­
ing, as well as both writing and speaking 
along the same general lines that he com­
menced with more than forty years ago in 
India. I know of no other teacher and public 
man I would personally travel a hundred 
miles or so to listen to again, after having 
heard him many times, for almost forty 
years. Most people as teachers grow rather 
repetitious, even if not actually "boring" 
after one has read them a few times, and 
heard them awhile because the "messages" of 
so many become finally rather stereotyped, 
and if thev don't actually commence everything they say or write with "as I was 
saying, before you interrupted me," and go on with the same old stuff, they don't 
seem to me to have "that something" I desire, which is forever young, and forever 
new, and forever at least as true as possible and finally expressed at any rate, 
whether written or spoken, with the air of freshness, seriousness, sincerity and 
honesty lacking which all and everything said or written turns into monotonous 
mediocrity or cliches repeated in print or verbally a lugubrious boredom, and 
Ennui finally. Krishnamurti began his career under the Theosophical Society's 
aegis, having been selected deliberately by Mrs. Besant and Col. Alcott, and Bishop 
Leadbeater as the "new Messiah" around 1912. He let the Theosophists organize 
the Order of the Star around his name, until about 1925 when nearing his 30th 
year he began to doubt that a "new Messiah" was necessary on earth. By 1927 he 
had finally decided to disband the Order of the Star, much to the regret of 
perhaps a hundred thousand "followers" who had wished to have a New Saviour 
on earth to look to for Authority, Guidance and "Truth." He told them the real 
truth, however, in saying when he repudiated his "Messiaship" that "every man 
is his own "saviour" and each individual must finally discover the way to that Truth, 
which has no chart, no compass, and no body to lead you into it: it comes to you, 
or it doesn't come to you but it is not a matter of organization and institutionalism, 
because either Truth is that which one may freely discover or realize for one's 
own Self, or else Truth remains forever the unknown, and the unknowable." 
[I put these words in quotation marks, not because they are verbatim expressions 
of Krishnamurti's but because, as it seems to me after years of thinking about his 
views, and reading both what he has written, and listening to him many times, as 
well as reading what many of his passionate friends, as well as dedicated enemies 
have said of him, that this is perhaps a fair summary of his basic view.] 
During the three week-ends David Turrell and I spent listening to Krishnamurti 
this year, I had the pleasure of realizing that what he is saying makes a very strong 
appeal to younger people; for Turrell had never read or heard him before, and yet 
after listening to six talks, he concluded that the man and his works are from his 
view point, authentic and he never had one fault to find in either the man or the 
message. Which is the right view I think. 
Many people have asked me for books about Krishnamurti and I can only mention 
three that I have read, which I think are authentic interpretations of the man and 
his works, but none of these are for sale in America, and must be ordered from 
India, and they are probably out of print there by now. These books were published 
by Chetana's, (34 Rampart Row, Bombay, India.) They also have a fourth volume 
listed, which I have not read, so know nothing about it and therefore will not 
mention it. These three books about Krishnamurti which I have read are as follows: 
Rene Fourere's KRISHNAMURTI THE MAN AND HIS TEACHINGS (a 
brief summary of the sources of Krishnamurti's "revolt," and extracts from his 
writings which reveal the manner in which he "evolved" (or grew) through the 
Theosophical views, into the really Catholic (Universal) view he now maintains.) 
This book is rich with extracts from all the writings of Krishnamurti, including 
his early poems, and as much of a biographical nature as, perhaps is extant, for it 
seems that his human story is something one must read from sources other than 
the "official" group now, under the name, Krishnamurti Writings, Inc., Ojai, Calif. 
Krishnamurti's "Commentaries on Living" his prose compositions and a few other 
titles are published by Harper & Row. One of his books, "First and Last Freedom" 
is introduced by Aldous Huxley yet a great many American newspaper readers or 
readers of popular literary periodicals perhaps will have heard little or nothing 
about the man or his works. Why? He either has not wished newspaper publicity, 
or else the press in a body almost has decided that he has nothing to "interest" 
the Public, or hasn't had since about 1927 when they did publicize his massive 
repudiation of "Saviourhood." Prior to that time, the sensational press gave him a 
great deal of "publicity" as the "New Saviour" but within the past 35 years little or 
nothing has been said or written of him in the press. In fact, this vear when I told 
our local newspaper editor I was going to Ojai—spending time and money to hear 
this man he asked, "Who is Krishnamurti?" When I tried to tell him he said, "Oh!" 
Adding, "I don't feel our readers would be interested" for I had volunteered to 
give the community the benefit of my first hand observations of these large 
meetings, attended by up to 2,000 persons held outdoors and with no fanfare. 
Some of the visitors flew in by air, from all over the world to Ojai, just to listen 
to this man! But due to the fact, perhaps that he has no publicity agent and only 
deals with simple facts, and truth as one man sees and feels it, maybe "the press" 
has no concern with him or his message. I wonder. 
Carlo Suares, of France also wrote a good book called KRISHNAMURTI AND 
THE UNITY OF MAN, but the most important of all these I've read other than 
the works of Krishnamurti himself is KRISHNAM U RTI & THE TEXTURE 
OF REALITY—written by A. D. Dhopeshwarkar. 
I've read this book, more than once, and exchanged letters with its author, because 
only here does the great subject of "Reality" get a proper airing in this modern 
age; hardly anybody will finally say what "reality" is except through actions 
because, perhaps real (ultimate) Reality like God is finally bevond verbalism, 
above language, and like the Principle of Life itself, to be experienced only in 
freedom from the "I" as an egoistic bundle of "self-conditioned" memories, names, 
labels, fears, taboos, inhibitions, racial heritages, opinions, social dogmas, religious 
superstitions, political and economic assumptions, beliefs, etc., etc., etc. What 
"Real reality" is therefore although it is the background of the past 40 years of 
Krishnamurti's teachings remains, happily, a subject which each "simple separate 
person" must discover, as an individual, if possible, in unconditioned freedom from 
fear, in freedom from coercion and reward, and in freedom from either false 
"hope" or "belief" and finally rooted and growing from the center of living 
consciousness, itself, without needless words or unnecessary activities but express­
ing itself through our love, as sentient beings, who must finally as one has said it, 
"love or perish." This is the message of Krishnamurti, as it seems to me and it 
differs in no basic way with the philosophy of Christ Jesus, as at least I read it and 
have been reading it since about 1910 when my parents, for Christmas that year, 
gave me a little Holman Bible which I yet own and read from time to time. 
The people of the world are perhaps interested in Truth, but the institutions of 
the people, usually founded on greed, fear, ignorance or superstition based on 
time-bound concepts, or spatially-limited beliefs, usually inhibit the freedom of 
growth of people out from under the old taboos of the past j,ooo or 6,000 years 
of recorded human history, as well as the past, perhaps three million years of 
geological heritage from the animal and vegetable and mineral kingdoms, of 
which we are the heirs, as humans now and here. And yet we are promised freedom, 
and must have it or perish. For those who have found organized, institutional 
religious and educational groups limiting, and stereotyped I heartily recommend 
a good stiff course in reading both Krishnamurti and the books about his teachings: 
and to those puzzled by Existentialism, Freudianism, Communism, Fascism, and all 
other "isms" I say please write to the Ojai headquarters, and get the "Verbatim 
Talks" of Krishnamurti, then see for yourself whether or not he does have an 
answer — even if not "the" answer to almost all our modern problems. These 
problems seem to basically involve little more than self-made or institutional-made 
FEARS, which are exploited by certain "elements " to their advantage and to our 
disadvantage, assuming that "we" are really involved, as I think many of us as people 
must be, in self-realization, self-discovery and finally, freedom from fear in the line 
of that Eternal Light which both Jesus and Socrates have always represented in 
the view, "Love the Lord thy God," and "know thy self"—spiritually and in 
freedom here and now. 
I maintain that Krishnamurti is among the greatest living thinkers and a true 
manifestation of a Truth and Freedom-loving being and as such should be known 
and considered by others who also regard Truth and Freedom as attainable goals, 
here and now and more than mere words, either on paper or emptily said as 
abstractions on the air by those who don't mean what they say nor say what they 
mean. Here is one man I think who both says what he means, and means what he 
says and lives man's great Ideal. 
JOHN G. MOORE — 347 s. EUCLID — PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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Dr•v©eraar4 H. Poster 
2009 BPlVe 
Huntsville, Alabama 35811 
Dear Dr. Porterr 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the safe 
arrival of your most generous package containing 
books and clippings for the Maine Author 
Collection. 
You mention the Colby Library's interest in a 
Porter bibliography. Some time ago this was 
mentioned, and we suggested that the Maine Author 
Collection is available to students, bibliographers, 
visitors -- anyone interested but that we ourselves 
lacked time and staff to prepare bibliographies. 
We referred Colby to our Research Librarian, 
Miss Margaret Whalen, who might be persuaded to 
collaborate on the project. 
Yes, the new cultural building will include 
the State Library, with the Museum and Archives. 
Ground has not yet been broken, but we all look 
forward with considerable eagerness to the 
completion of the building, and anticipate more 
suitable display space for our treasures. 
Thank you for your interest and continuing 
generosity. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Char ge of 
Maine Author Collection 
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The Prog Is Snarbuckle, It Says Here 
Languages are complex giants of 
communication that often branch out 
into many dialects and vocabularies. 
Take the English language, for exam­
ple. Different phrases, and even spell­
ings, are used in England as opposed 
to those in the United States. 
Another case in point is the idioms 
and homemade phrases in Newfound­
land, basically an English speaking 
area. These picturesque words are 
modifications of now forgotten British 
and Irish expressions, and provide 
some insight to a way of life on this 
continent, according to Bernard H. 
Porter of FEC. 
Mr. Porter, a training specialist in 
the Training Branch, has compiled a 
list of the Newfoundland vocabulary 
that was scheduled to appear last 
month in "American Speech: A Quar­
terly of Linguistic Usage". 
The basis for the preparation of 
this list stemmed from his assignment 
in Newfoundland about three years 
ago. During conversations with local 
personnel he found himself question­
ing the meaning of certain words, ap­
parently local in character. He had 
done this 15 years ago after listening 
to the word usage of truck drivers. 
That list was published in "American 
Speech". 
Here are a few examples from Mr. 
Porter's latest list: 
If you're wondering about the head­
line with this story, it is a common 
phrase, perhaps more often repeated 
by newly married men. Prog means 
food, and, of course, snarbuckle means 
burnt to a cinder. 
Clobber is a fairly common word, 
but clobber in the Newfoundland vo­
cabulary means an untidy state of 
things. Clink would be more in line 
with our meaning of clobber. Clink is 
to beat someone with the fists. 
To blear at someone is to complain 
loudy. Duckish sounds typically Eng­
lish and means the time between sun­
set and darkness. 
Ral, a noun, is a disorderly fellow. 
Slob, however, is newly frore (sorry 
that's frozen) ice. 
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Fitzgerald 
Bibliography 
Bernard H. Porter, Hunts-
ville writer, has published a| 
bibliography of the works of 
F. Scott Fitzgerald to be used 
as a reference for scholars 
and biographers. 
The hard-bound bibliography 
is "The First Publications of 
F. Scott Fitzgerald," and it 
sells for $5. 
Porter says that interest in 
the work of authors goes 
through cycles, from neglect 
to popularity, and that inter­
est in Fitzgerald and his works 
is reviving again. 
The bibliography runs to on­
ly 11 pages, but it is the result 
of three years' work, Porter 
said. During this period, he 
carried on extensive corre­
spondence locating materia!. 
Information came from the 
Library of Congress, Harvard, 
the University of Michigan and 
other sources. 
Listed are books, short 
articles and verses. 
rArt Productions' 
ART PRODUCTIONS, by Bern Porter (Marathon Press, 
Pasadena, Calif., Limited Edition, $7.50). 
This unique collection of sculptures, technical art, draw­
ings, and oil studies, is bound with action photographs of 
the artist in a distinctive setting that leads to apprecia­
tion of the whole design. 
Here is a collector's item that will be treasured as repre­
sentative of contemporary art forms and as an interest-
tog cxtomta. .1 th. personam, .1 to. 
nm'iirii nmr f" 't '.1 
Author and Physicist 
Records Views of Life 
• A physicist's view of life is re­
corded in a book written by Bern 
Porter, an Aero-Space Division 
employee working on the Saturn 
V program at Huntsville, Ala. 
Porter's book, his fourth, has 
been published by Marathon, and 
is entitled, "I've Left." In it he 
expresses a feeling for the power 
of words and sensing of the eter­
nal. He outlines the new culture 
which he perceives through the 
eyes of a physicist: houses of 
air, churches of light, sprayed-on 
clothes — the whole gauntlet of 
technology changing man's envi­
ronment. 
(tjiciir-es, 
SPACE PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
1341 G STREET, NORTHWEST WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005 
NORMAN L.. BAKER Publisher and Editor 
ME 8*0500 or ME 8-1577 
TWX: 202^965-0765 
Cable: SPACE 
•\~X 
• '  -  '  
•  ,  
•- .li-r •• 
•• > 
Dear Biograhpee 
We are proud to announce that Clark University recently informed Space Publica­
tions, Inc. that Who'8 Who In Space, which contains your biography,, has been selected to 
be included in the Time Capsule at the Robert Hutchins Goddard Memorial Library at 
WorChester - The capsule will be re-opened in the 25th century . 
At this occasion we would like to mention that a limited supply of Who's 
Space, Vol. 1. is still available and offered to you at the special biographee's prio 
Thank you for you interest and cooperation in this biographical volume 
Sincerelv ^ • 
End. 
. * 
Ursula Cronberger (MiSS)''^ 
Editor 
Who's Who In Space 
BERNARD H. PORTER 
NASA scientist 
authors book 
An Instrumentation scientist on 
the Saturn V rocket program for 
Boeing's Space Division in Hunts* 
ville has authorized a self-
instructional programmed man­
ual. 
"Mathematics for Electron­
ics" is the title of the volume, 
authored by Bernard H. Porter, 
and announced today by Prentice-
Hall, N. J., textbook publishers. 
The manual was written by 
Porter in colleboration with the 
staff of the Federal Electric 
Corp., a service associate of the 
International Telephone and Tele­
graph Corp. 
Designed for students planning 
to become technicians or engine­
ers in the electronics field, the 
640-page volume of 20 chapters 
gives extensive theory and prac­
tice in classical algebra, analy­
tical geometry, trlgonometery 
and complex algebra where these 
topics are essential in the study 
of electronics. 
Porter pioneered an Industrial 
programmed Instruction—a me­
thod for self-instructing persons 
on any skill of subject—for the 
Institute of Advanced Thinking 20 
years ago. 
Since that time, he has writ­
ten many articles on program-
mining and authored numerous 
texts on rocketry and physics. 
He is a member of the Ameri­
can Society for Programed 
Instruction. 
Porter and his wife live at 
2009 Lee High Drive NE. 
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Interprets 
H. Miller 
WHAT HENRY MILLER 
SAID AND WHY IT IS IM­
PORTANT, by Bern Porter, 
(Marathon, $2.50). 
In this very short brochure,. 
Huntsville writer Bern Porter 
sums up his interpretation of 
Henry Miller's attitude towards 
sex — what it is and what it 
is not. 
Granting that each reader 
may draw his own conclusions 
from Miner's writing. Porter 
goes ahead to say, in brief, 
that to him Miller's message 
is that sex is an omnipresent 
feature of life, one to be ac­
cepted, used and enjoyed rath­
er than avoided and denied. It 
is useless for any person or 
institution to try to thwart this 
force in human nature, he goes 
on. 
"Henry Miller treats sex for 
its own sake; neither apologizes 
nor glorifies its expression," 
Porter concludes. 
Among columns of well-chos-
en words, Porter's best choice, 
I believe, is "glorifies" in his 
summary. The person who 
panegyrizes freedom in sexual 
matters as the end-all of hum­
an happiness and purpose is as 
narrow in his way as the 
prudes are in theirs. 
But all this seems very ob­
vious to me. If this is all that 
Miller is saying, he is beating 
a dead horse. Puritanical prud­
ery survives, but it has little 
intellectual standing. 
Miller's reputation, when his 
work can be viewed at the dis­
tance of a generation or so, 
will probably not be found to 
be based on what he has said 
about sex, but his stubborn 
and sensible insistence on 
speaking of sex in sexual terms. 
Porter has made a minor but 
valid contribution to the grow­
ing body of critical works on 
Miller. But a $2.50 price tag on 
a 20-page brochure seems rath­
er unrealistic. — WILBUR MC-
DERMOTT 
Technical 
Books 
"Mathematics for Electron 
ics" is the title of the new 
self - instructional programed 
volume announced by Prentice-
Hall, New Jersey textbook pub­
lishers. by Huntsville scientist 
Bernard H. Porter in a colla­
boration with the staff of the 
Federal Electric Corporation, a 
service associate of the Inter­
national Telephone and Tele­
graph Corporation. 
• • • 
Dsigned for students plan­
ning to become a technician or 
engineer in the electronics ca-
thory and practice in classical 
algebra, analytical geometry, 
trigonometry and complex alge­
bra where these topics are 
essential in the study of elec­
tronics. 
Porter; an instrumentation 
scientist on the Saturn V Moon 
vehicle for Boeing, Space Divi­
sion, Huntsville, pioneered in 
industrial programed instruc­
tion. . . a method for self 
instructing anyone in any skill 
; or subject. . . for the Institute 
of Advanced Thinking 20 years 
ago. 
In the interval he has written 
many articles on the subject of 
programming and authored 
numerous texts for rocketry 
and physics. He is a member 
of the American Society for 
Programed Instruction. He and 
his wife live at 2009 Lee High 
Drive, N. E. 
\tut*) 
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Local Scientist 
Cited in Directory 
Bern Porter, Huntsville sci­
entist, is cited in the current 
loth edition of Who's Who in 
the East, published by Marquis 
Publications, Chicago. Porter's 
technical works cited in the 
b i ography include Colloidal 
Graphite, 1939; Map of Physic?, 
1939; Map of Chemistry, 1941; 
The Union of Science and Art, 
1948; Physics for Tomorrow, 
1959 and Mathematics for Elec­
tronics, 1965. 
The number of passenger 
cars increased by nearly 15.5 
million in the last six years 
to more than 75 million at the 
end of 1965. 
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BERN PORTER PUBLISHES "I'VE LEFT" 
r 
Boeing physicist Bern Porter has just com­
pleted his latest book--"I've Left." 
(Marathon, $5.00) 
Reviewing the work in last Sunday's Huntsville 
Times, literary critic Fred Tingel wrote: 
If a physicist's view of life can be con­
sidered scientific, this new work by Hunts­
ville author-physicist Bern Porter can be 
called a scientific book, but poplar one 
for every reader." ;. 
1V :v 1 
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In the book Porter outlines a new culture as 
seen through the eyes of a physicist; houses 
of air; churches of light; sprayed-on clothes 
--the ever-changing spectrum of man's envi­
ronment through technology. 
Porter, who worked on the Manhattan Project 
--later known as the atom bomb--nearly 25 
years ago, is an associate fellow of the 
American Astronautical Society. He has 
written several books including: "Physics 
for Tomorrow"; "Rocket Data Book", and 
"Rocket Technology". 
QG 
BERN PORTER 
Engineer cited 
in Who's Who 
Bern Porter engineer In 
Boeing's Space Division, Hunts-
ville, is cited in the current 
10th' edition of Who's Who in 
the East, published by Marquis 
. Publications, Chicago. 
Porter's many technical works 
cited In the biography Include 
Colloidal Graphite, 1939; Map of 
Physics, 1939; Map of Chemistry, 
•1941; The Union of Science and 
Art 1948; Physics for Tomor­
row, 1959 and Mathematics for 
Electronics, 1965. 
The library at Athens College 
contains three of Porter's early 
works; the Huntsville Public 
Library has two recent titles. 
* 
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December 19, 1967 
Dan Bern Porter 
2009 Lee High Drive 
Huntsville, Alabama 35811 
Deaf Dr. Porter: 
. , .'Enclosed is a copy of the material which you 
r«4T&ested. Inasmuch as ours is a carbon, the 
^reproduction is necessarily not perfect, 'but we 
• $01^it jyill serve your purpose. There is, 
cbui'se, no charge. -r 
W.ork is under way at Colby, and our material 
has already bee;n consulted. It should be an 
interesting article. 
:Season' s greetings to you and Mrs. Porter# 
t. ti • ' • '•"* ' ' • • 1. ' 
"v; • .. 
*•* 
Sincerely yours..v;.. 
' r': • • • 4 : "  s' '  
• f V '  ,  v  •  '  t & • : ( 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
Maine Author Collection 
State Library-
Augusta, Maine 
Attention:Mrs P.W.Jacob 
Dear Mrs Jacob: 
My biographer James Schevill is in the 
process of bringing ROARING MARKET & SILENT TOMB up to 
date,the first step being in article form for the Colby 
Library Journal. To help both of us..since I have to re­
call where I was and what I did when...could you please 
return mail me a xerox copy of "Chronology 1954 to I960, 
prepared by B.P.,Calais,Maine,I960.M with bill therefor 
enclosed? (six pages) Good reading or readable version. 
Thank you for your trouble. 
I suppose someday they will be bothering 
you direct for a bibliography of your holdings to augment 
in list form at least a sizeable grouping of things relating 
to me in the Treasure Room at Colby. The Cary Library and 
the Hayes Library in Houlton where I was brought up also 
has some rare pieces. Perhaps your new building should have 
them all. Anyway,I'11 appreciate your continuing help should 
the Colby Journal try to combine everything into a single 
reading issue,perhaps the closest it can be done now. 
I continue on the moon project here with the 
first vehicle already around the earth twice and down,with 
a second due up in a month. The June 24,1967 iss ue of NEW 
REPUBLIC carried an item on Alabama and I;AMERICAN SPEECH 
for December is supposed to have the second iihstallment 
of what I call my life in Newfoundland (and northern Maine). 
2009 Lee High Drive 
Huntsville,Alabama 35811 
November 13,1967 
Sincerply, 
June 18, 1968 
Mr. Bern Porter 
P 0 Box 17 
Rockland, Maine 0i|.8i^l 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
Enclosed are copies of the pages which 
you requested. We regret that pressure of 
l ; each day has not permitted us to send the 
material sooner. 
We acknowledge receipt of the other** 
material which you sent, and will incorporate 
it into.your section of the Maine Author 
Collection. Thank you for remembering us. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
Helen Gorham died some few years ago. 
tso.ex' 
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W A L T O N  P R E S S  
re—issues 
THREE, RARE AND LONG OUT-OF-PRINT TITLES 
by and about 
HENRY MILLER 
(1) THE HAPPY ROCK: A Book About Henry Miller $12.50 
Thirty-three writers from three countries as­
sess the work and life of a major American 
contemporary. This classic critique and in­
formal study has been out-of-print since 
1946. 
(2) HENRY MILLER MISCELLANEA fio.OO 
First published in 1945 in an edition of 500 
copies this rare volume by Miller discloses 
many valuable facets of his early writing life 
and belief. 
(3) THE GENESIS OF THE TROPIC OF CANCER $ 8.50 
\ Michael Fraenkel wrote what is considered 
the only primer-guide to this internationally 
famous Tropic. A re-issue of his treatise, now 
illustrated, has been widely sought since vt 
order direct from THE WALTON PR ESS 
624 South 62nd Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19143 
W A L T O N  P R E S S  
offers 
IMPORTANT BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
of three major authors 
(1) FRANZ KAFKA by Angel Flores $6.50 
A definitive reference work for scholars and 
Kafka devotees, complete with chronology 
and a frontispiece by Bern Porter. 
(2) FIRST PUBLICATIONS OF 
F. SCOTT FITZGERALD by Bern Porter $4.00 
Students of American letters require this 
standard reference work as a key for all 
studies on a significant author. 
(3) H. L. MENCKEN: A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
by Bern Porter 
Baltimore's word master is here preserved 
for easy research and reference. A definitive 
work for every library. 
order direct from THE WALTON PRESS 
624 South 62nd Street 
Philadelphia, Pa.-19143 
Cosmic Sight by Bern Porter, 1943 
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Literary Exhibit 
At Colby College 
On exhibit in Miller Library 
at Colby College in Waterville 
are selections from the Bern 
Porter Collection of Contem­
porary Letters. Initiated by 
Bernard W. Porter, Colby 
'32, the collection, which he has 
given to the college, is compris­
ed of avant-garde books and 
contemporary presses. 
Consulting physicist, world 
traveller, author, and artist, 
Porter has endeavored to ex­
tend the principles of physics 
i into the humanities. Included 
in the exhibit are his auto­
biography, "I've Left," and a 
biography by James Schovill, 
"The Roaring Market and the 
Silent Tomb." 
L Also on display are examples 
of books, "non-books," and ma­
's gazines which Porter has writ­
ten, edited, published, and il­
lustrated; some of his letters 
and manuscripts; and a sampl­
ing of first editions inscribed 
for Porter by Henry Miller, 
Kenneth Patchen, Anais Nin 
j and others among his friends 
: of the avant-garde. 
The exhibit in the Edward 
Arlington Robinson Memorial 
Room will continue into the fall. 
Porter, who is spending the 
summer in Rockland, is cur-
! rently working on a number of | pieces including some experi-
! mental works for a book called 
"Expanded Poetry" which will 
be published this fall by Simon 
and Schuster. 
• •' i 
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Author Says - mmmmmmm 
Maine Can I 
| Solve Its 
Own Problems I 
1 1 By JAMES A. MOORE 
District Correspondent 
ROCKLAND — Maine brains should be solv­
ing Maine problems, says a physicist-author who's 
just returned to his native state after years of 
world travel. 
Bernard Harden Porter, who recently com­
pleted a year in Guatemala as consultant to a 
publishing firm, believes that much of the advice 
_ 
he save in that country is applicable to Maine's 
economic, technical and cultural woes. 
Porter said that his study of Maine people 
indicates they have the "brains" to solve their 
own problems but the potential is sometimes 
dormant. 
He noted that there is "a gold mine of knowl­
edge among the older retired people who have 
come to Maine and the many young people just 
hanging around. This knowledge should be di­
rected towards solving Maine problems," he said. 
"WE IN THE STATE are producing for the 
wealthy outside the state," Porter said. 
"We expect to stomach low prices because 
of the many obsolete methods we use when our 
brains should be coming up with economic solu­
tions. And we wouldn't have to lose our agricul­
ture, our atmosphere or our natural beauty either." 
Invention as a profession in Maine seems to 
have disappeared and it is time that it came 
back, he said. There should be new advances by 
individual Maine inventors tackling modern day 
problems. 
THE PATTERN in the past has been one of 
developments originated in the state which out­
siders then carried on to profit — "the sad part 
but maybe this time it could be different." 
"Maine has exported its brains — other peo­
ple like myself — under the impression there is 
no opportunity. But now that I am back I see 
nothing but opportunity in this state." 
Porter moved to Rockland because he hadn't < 
learned much about the coast and its people in 
his formative years in Aroostook County. 
HE'D LIKE TO SEE young people guided by 
older retired executives of many fields coming up 
with answers to all kinds of problems. 
In Aroostook he feels people can profit by 
developing — possibly through their own paper 
interests — new "climate-control packaging" for 
Maine potatoes. 
"~""^ 7HI$^ 7^)ULD""PLACE"~POTATO ES directly 
from the field, into special packages and onto 
freight cars direct to warehouses of distributors 
rather than into Aroostook storage sheds, thus 
eliminating that "time honored but dubious" 
method of storing. > 
The fishing industry could profit from Rus­
sian experience by developing and improving "fac­
tory ships" which would produce consumer-ready 
fish at sea. Maine brains could contrive the nec­
essary economical equipment. 
EVEN THE TIME-HALLOWED sardine can 
— recently improved as a zip-top aluminum box — 
could disappear. With Maine-developed, possibly 
plastic, easy-open "cans", the fish would be pac­
kaged directly on near-shore factory ships. 
There are all kinds of foodstuffs being left 
undeveloped in Maine, Porter feels. Wild game 
could be domesticated so everyone could eat it at 
reasonable prices. Deer, rabbit, pheasant, part­
ridge, ducks, lobsters and clams could be "dom­
esticated" or farmed. More fur-bearing animals 
could be raised in captivity. 
The widespread growing of pharmaceutical 
plants and utilization of slash waste from other 
wood-cutting operations should all draw attention 
of individual Maine inventiveness, he feels. 
THE INVENTORS could also turn their minds 
to even more new materials for home building, 
developed from Maine resources. 
Porter also feels Maine writers haven't used 
the long winters to tackle hard and econocimally 
significant problems although they have done well 
with history and sea stories. 
"If the old and the young would only go over 
these problems many of them could be solved. 
While the oldsters can act as guides and stimuli, 
the young who certainly can use tools can put 
ideas into action. 
"ROCKLAND, for instance, has a dust and 
smoke problem and a fish waste odor problem 
that's been bugging for years. I'd like to see a 
group of youngsters and older retired men turned , 
loose on them — I think they could come up with 
complete solutions in 30 days. 
"Maine, with its inventive brains which need 
to be reawakened, can save itself and a great 
many other people besides. The man on the street 
by being employed by the industry resulting from 
this awakening can also enjoy the fruits." 
PORTER'S IDEAS stem from a long career 
as author and traveller. He left Maine at an early 
age because "there was nothing here." 
The Miller Library at Colby College is cur­
rently showing some of the 1932 graduate's 40 
books which include reference, technical works "ex­
tending the principles of physics into the humani­
ties", biographies and an autobiography. 
Porter's summer base ef -operations is 41 
Ocean St. where he has a "standup" workroom. 
His wife Eudine has been studying painting. 
As a consultant in Guatemala last year he re­
ceived a silver platter in recognition of his serv­
ices as a member of the International Executive 
Service Corps under which American business 
executives give aid to foreign businessmen. 
HIS GUATEMALAN employer wanted to help 
the government bring education into the far 
reaches of the country. 
Porter advised that instead of importing ex­
perts from outside the country and spending huge 
amounts of money, the art and culture of the 
Aztec-descended people with which they were al­
ready familiar be utilized for educational purposes. 
••V . " • 
Bernard H. Porter 
Bcmgor Daily News, 
Thursday, July 18, 1968 3 
Bernard Porter 
Has Exhibit At 
Colby College 
WATERVILLE _ On exhibit ! 
in Miller Library at Colby 
College here are selections from 
the Bern Porter collection of 
Contemporary Letters. Initiated 
by Bernard W. Porter, Colby 
'32, the collection, which he has 
given to the college, is com­
prised of avant-garde books 
and contemporary presses^ 
Consulting physicist, world 
traveller, author, and artist, 
Porter has endeavored to ex­
tend the principles of physics 
into the humanities. Included in 
the exhibit are his autobiogra­
phy, "I've Left," and a biogra­
phy by James Schovill, "The 
Roaring Market and the Silent 
Tomb." 
Also on display are examples 
of books, "non-books," and 
magazines which Porter has 
written, edited, published, and 
illustrated; some of his letters 
and manuscripts: and a samp­
ling of first editions inscribed 
for Porter by Henry Miller, 
Kenneth Patchen, Anais Nin and 
others among his friends of the 
avant - garde. 
The exhibit in the Edward 
Arlington Robinson Memorial 
Room will continue into the fall. 
Porter, who is spending the 
summer in Rockland, is current­
ly working on a number of 
pieces including some experi­
mental works for a book called 
"Expanded Poetry" which will 
be published this fall by Simon 
and Schuster. 
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1960(c ontinue d) 
Did illustrations for v/hat Are legends by Dick Higginn'smueh 
correspondence with he and Hay. Johnson. Harry Kiakis,author of 
Venice:Eeatnik Capitol and She Watts Sowers visited us,went with 
to Prederickton to see Winston Churchill pai2itings,miiseum -and 
Lverrdty,hence to St.John,returning to Calais and hence couth to 
,:.;Vi sit father at lincolnville Center as he returned to llassaeheuetts 
and California.Offered job teaching.english and french at the 
•'•"'•Ashland Community School District, Ashland,Maine, covering several-
small townships- in that area.High point in Calais was hearing on 
tidal power at Pa;jsaanmquotty(sp)and my speech for a combine of 
tide and the - atom, to preserve northern I'aine river areas;also a 
spirited defense against raising water rates...was frequently 
•••interviewed for Calais and St •Stephen! papers, .attended' Making of 
iiiovie .=.-unrise at .Ganrpabello'in Bastport. (seeing sane later in Moscow) 
left Calais by bus late August,train through Pew Brunswick and up St. 
John. • stopping-in Woodstock to relive earlier visits as a bos'-, often 
- -:-Yisiting" for a clay from Iloulton with my parents,Uncle 'Dick, Aunt Dora, 
Karold and sometimes alone via train from Iloult'on. (Feel a great kin­
ship with the St .John, among the world's rivers, as ancestors csjr.e up 
it in early cia^o crossing over into . I'aine to form Porter Settlement 
-.where I was boriu.would like to spend a summer in V/ooclstock) .Visited 
writers there and was interviewed on radio. Continued 'up by 
train to Perth,crossed by taxi beautiful ex glacier country to Ashland. :•; 
Seemed to antagonise older natives,unconsciously turned daily class­
room to own views of.what discipline, teaching could be;thun there were 
many unorthodox happenings. for classroom procedures.Stressed writing , 
heavily as a profession one could pursue and still remain there, .otherwis 
a bleak future' for. the young, .many . poor. Entire- experience and re­
actions. .really used place as a Intsitute^of Advanced Thinking test 
laboratay of own ideas..was written as SCIED later for a newspaper in 
swodon and as projected extension chapter for I've left, students took 
part in a national poetry writing plan fbr high: schools;some work was 
accepted from my group.During three-week! "potatoe picking vacation" 
during which schools close so students can help their ?;arentr harvest 
the fall crops wife and I went north by bus to Fort Kent and west to ; 
the Allagash, hence by "bus around tip of northern Maine to ; t .Leonard, 
hence eastward around the outer edge of Hew "Brunswick (had gone, around 
Gaspe Peninsula. earlier from New York City,circa 1939) hence to Monet on' 
home of Grandfather. Hogers'1 relatives and pleasant memories of my boy­
hood visits there reseeing his relatives for the first time in 30 years, 
ifence by air to Halifax,Hova Scotia (nirisition ship1 blew up there.. 
heard in Houlton when very young),by air to Gander Newfoundland,by 
train to St.John's,hence by air back to Sydney,by bus and ferries to 
Prince Edward Island (missing Pugwash learned later..home of science- .- / 
thought,nation cooperation school by industrialist bom there,name 
..uneeratin now), hence to Hone toil for more visits, then by private car 
to 'Portland for Maine Seachers-'s Convention,and bus back to Ashland | 
with interview for press in Iloulton.Using a study table in gym for 
leverage a group of farm boys threw me several feet, landed on ny back. 
Had"exciting french classes with no english -allowed.Class debates,etc. 
with complications involving much destruction of living qurrbers during 
Halloween and a student—led investigation. 
. stayed on at 10 Pre'sque isle- Hoad until after Xmas, 
• writing what henry killer said $ Why It Is Import.ant,hiked country-side 
and -started pages of 2he astemaker. left by hired car for i-adawaska 
in January.Hiked hilis,river's side,Edmundcton.lived first over beauty 
f , : .  
1961 
parlor on ilain street and later in hot si ~t 10 Bridge Street working' 
long hours at first address on F-fadtcmaker,which view of later work 
'by Honald Grose,Diter l£ot,Fay 'Johncon, et all:oil senses,vision,meaning 
in contemporary communication may well "be my major effort .Liuch corres­
pondence with Dick Iliggnis on production of legends.Interviews with 
. local* press• Armaged to leave* for Europe,going north in Lay via Riviere 
;du loup, "bus, down -t Lawrence for 'week in 'Quebec and artiste there, to • 
Fontreal for week with possible translators of Killer into French-
, Canadian, 1-cG-ill University "boarding Forwegian freighter, i.-tmpping 
at lie .ad of ^aguenay Fciver for aluminum production, hence eastward to 
he Harve, Rotterdam, Antwerp,3.1 amburg seeing all museums all otop3,wi£eF 
seriously sprained an&le later requiring a cast -on landing in 
ElrF tia;-L,-,a:.uijlorway. Fence by bun to O.-lo, 0:1 across ' wedbn, to Stockholm, 
by boat to Helsinki,by train to Leningrad,by plane to Fosdow with much 
oc-ceitment over architecture,books and literatures enroute; space and 
art ueveloijnents in jlussia. .found noven of my -titl"- in Fenin iibrary, 
touring saris, churches, museums, university, Kremlin* Red, Square, etc.Euch 
tal-en by the. .Russian. culture tnough seemed to feel daily a hidden •; 
rcj>ref oion a;id control in the air which later turned to a personal . 
fear, releived--only .by return to Helsinki by train.Pcandinavian design, 
crafts, architecture, e:-;citment. ale turned to tockholm to learn of . 
suicide of IIoLdnAway in fanaouse ilandgurg's looh store seeing books 
from Paris including SbliF&"pq£| 0belis3c.Fuch taken with sculpture; 
Art techniques in .,tockholn library.' Interviewed daily by press from 
here north "through '"v/eden 3 aplandmabovs Artie' Circle, Irtic Ocean, ' ! 
Forway writing She Union of Science and Fducation,Union of Science I 
and frint ing,Union of science and Engineering In Transportation for 
translation 'by ri.Da.ls30 of olleftsa,' woden.Going north to -. Firkn.ee" by 
bur from T'arvik,by boat to Vadso and back by boat,bus to Farvik,south 
to Oslo, couth to Copenhagen, around Denmark,"back to Goteborg,Sweden \ 
for freighter to Prooklyn, F.Y. over Scotland via (r::ncy Ielands,gatherin 
in Gotoborg the material which became the summation,psycho-visual, of , I 
the summer in .1 candin&vian Umaxer, (1361) and. Moscow (1.QS6) .high points 
were Machine Art, ound Art, Fiter Fot-,'stimulation in architectipe,design. 
Dais."jo wanted mo'to establish Institute of Advanced Chinking in : V/eden 
and X often thoufdit of possible sites, in Forway while onrcute <and. the 
especially no funds to realise the dream.: et withFew York artits Ray 
Johnson,Alison Snowies, Dick Kigginss'Parker £yler< refused to so 6 me; -
Francis telhoff away. By bus to Canaan,Few Hanisphire to teach'technical 
writing at the Coiledd of Advanced Fcicnce. 1'ried to sse /.erber^b </est, 
but nop.clive the - influences of .urope and adjust to new ideas -now 
rarrocnt with me .Joined school on dollar an hour salary and great 
promisees wife to be dean, of women, but there' were .no women staidents, etc. 
was fed and housed however in strange atmosphere and arrangement^ until 
F for strange unclear reasons just before Xaaas holidays.bitched 
oy track to Fadison Faine where I produced - Aphasia, still under in­
fluence of summer trip and rebellion against, communication, the night 
mare. Interviewed- ,on triD to Russia r,nd spoke an vo.rious clubs ^wnile 
visiting brother'Harold."Hence to _Fverettsain Belfast, ^eceivea \%ora^ 
of father's death in Eockland,Itaine whi-i-eCanaan,w^erc —ao^. fundo, 
connections out to Boston and hence north to Houston in time zor 
burial beside i«y sister prevented my attending• T^OtyiST vvcre-i-i; ^ecaiae-
guardian of his affairs. 
In Janunry by "bus from Belfast to Hew York and fcy plane to Puerto 
. 2° ln ,the eccape pattern (going, to Guam, going to Australia),getting 
30b at ban Juan to teach, .english in the interior at Castener.Often recall 
now five ycarj;:plater the treat peace of not being investigated,quizzed, 
examined, classified,trapped, gossiped about,the ssme from the iiative 
peoples and 'a few mainlsndersfrom The Christian Brothers.- Jungle growth. 
.Tnriiiryfriino n/ Ts /*% ' n ('t4-lnws a *•*. -C1 ' /**«*•»v* v*. AM .JS • — ^ — 
_ . ...  ^ — ,t pass to the great fantasy of *• — • •••••• • --- - - to 
•faMartic. food, specters, prQgranas, free on the cuff. Acquired Hollywood agent 
Vifi.u.j.aai iluta.adge J. 1 j. , r. 0.uox:. 53:0,^orth; 3i.olj.wood who s61d many of luy 
cciiinercial articles beginning in. March or ro nn& on through to 65, a 
pleasant connection waning muchlythough in Iiiuitsville Under other 
pressures .Ae^-iired many gloony print -photos ar a press #gcnt, same to .be­
come part of later creative work for Dick Trigging et al.plus interest in 
same as a medium of working out creative ideas... earlier conveived during 
Circle days. Interviewed in Iliaai by Federal ?:lectric Corporation for a 
* 'job near Atlantic City which would use none pities and cxperionces with 
Collins Hadio in Venezuela end Civil Aeronuatics in Alaska.Vent north on 
a :-harethe ride car and went Atlantic City deal did not materialize : ! 
took the opportunity to be a training. specialist rtb the Parnmus plant, : : 
commuting daily iron nearby Waldwick* First income in four years and 
beginning o£ a rich creative period lasting through to June" 1964 (from 
June 1962). Collected '.fork done for Circle tinder title Circle: ; 
Reproductions of Aft Work, 1944-1947.Worked with John Moore on his 
longitude and latitude of Henry Miller,my. portrait of Henry being used. 
Received in the fall one dollar, shoes, coat^iftit, soke photos, a diary from 
the will and' estate of my father. Began correspondences with Brown,Yale, 
and , .use-urn of llodexn which later resulted '-iririmeaty bf my-titles being 
acquired by their libraries. Bgan collectibn-at Colby and continued one 
as the master at TJC1A. Visfcs to Ke\y York helpful. feet'-t^dk^rown of 
Intcrcollcgiato Alumni days and revisited cites along Hudson Iliver. 
Heavy_mail for B.p.:Books seeming to revive and continued with Eutledge on 
occasional, even amazing galesintervie^/red frequently by local press;began 
work on the ees which would cover the fact trip to Newfoundland in I960 
for American Speech and -Columbia University.Instruction at Federal Electric 
involved training workers, installers, operators for the"strategic Air Comman< 
of U.'v • Air Force with underground bases at bases throughout the country. 
Considering my-way- of life over the years-~W?is over pleased with a secret 
clearance granted" by the 1st Army of New York, on Novemeber 21,1962 
1963 
Klected member and New Jersey representative of the American Society 
of Programed Instruction. Produced for the company by this method and for 
student use "4651 Baintenance,A 'programed Eeist," "Alist of Applicable 
Publications, 4651'" and 'Mathematics for "Electronics,the first two appearing 
in and the later not until 1965. Prompted by the technical art going 
through at work I produced at home "."Day Kotes for Kother''Native Alphbet}'• ; . 
"Scigraffiti"for 1964 publication. Sample book from book binders arrived V 
to become in 64 the volume"AlOilO".Correspondence with Biter Hot,distribut­
ion of his books. Boxes stored in Kaine for 15 years arrived;materials 
therefrom sent to collections at UCLA, Colby and I.Iaine Author in Augusta. 
Collection of works .by- .James .Joyce and Gertiihxde Stein were sold along 
1963 (continued) 
with selected titles from Limited Editions Club. All Miller materials 
sold to dealer Jiri Roman in Fort Lauderdale.General house cleaning of 
other materials.</ork_ continued with Rut ledge with sales.Correspondence 
witii John. I:oore, Charles- Bukowski, Jack Roth,Eansjoachim Dietrich, 
Sigridnr Bjornsdottir the wife of Diter Rot,D.von R. Brenner, Christopher 
Maclaine, Jonathan v/illiams, Clarence Kajor,\7ill±aa Faulkner ),Anais 
Kin. V/ife had mastectomy for cancer at Harknecs Pavilion.Went with 
Harry X'inJdLe to see Ralph Markson experimenting as a retake • of the work 
of '/illiein Reich at Bennington,?emonti' Visited painter Khnneth llolan 
and iuarknoix set-up^ for clouds on ex-farm of Robert Proetjvisited 
Blanche Phil!ilips and Robert Howard at Upper rlyack, regretted not seeing 
V/illinm Carlos V/illiaras before his death in Rutherford;visited painter 
D1 Areangeleo in Lev; York;renewed corresponds;ce with V/alter Lowenfels 
then l-.an's Lading, J.'.J. "I *ve L eft "finally appeared and widely revie wed; 
man;y local press notes. Released"Charcoal Drawings, 1.935-1937"and 
ft A 1_ f ' _ J"V 1 f-i t* .. -J I <% ~ . .... „ ~ -. '•" » 
Confined by wife'e operation busy year continues with "A Book. 1 
About Death" by Hay Johnson;"'i'he Exciting,Igniting Y.'orld of Art" by 
Jack Roth;"Yvor 
started in 1S63; plus /"What Kenry Miller r;aid." Contractof Federal's 
complet&d and was laid off with twenty minutes notice on June 13. 
Registered with technical Associates, I lobilized as contributing member 
(EltA!,:);interviewed in .Hew York hotel for space work, said to be. in 
physics research.. .my first since 1945at Himtsville, Alabama to begin 
July 6,1964 but third day on job showed there was no physics but really 
a vast l,rPA. for scientific people bound mainly in the wrong direction 
as man's most immediate needs are under the sea.Possessions from Waldwick 
by truck caught afire,expenses and security of monthly check forced stay 
amid people who took us outsiders,foreigners,northerns with all the 
accompanying exploitation and boom town costs.Registered with Internationa 
..Executive service Corps, '..xtonrive, super investigation begins now into 
my life and wife 'a,never to cease it seems,by assorted agencies, churches,, 
infoixiers of all -..-types,including the next-door neighbors. First months 
especially trying. Correspondence with Eli f.degel,I-Tew York;Eekneth ' . 
Beaudo$h,LIemphis,inviting-Mm. over and threatening to go there but didn't. 
: 1965 : 
Investigation;.: finally cleared on Harch 18 when another secret 
clearance was granted by. the Last em Contract limiagcrcent Region at 
Ol&qted.Air Force Base,Pennsylvania. Gaps in non-science and double 
_ _ „ ...... mddenly 
this_ year in Sauftalito .(Dec? )V enf to UCLA the folder MY LIFE In 
* KALP^KIRE covering the fantastic legal suits by iiail from V/aldwick 
.-. in. which cases were carried to supreme court of-the state for wages, 
unemployment payments,failure of their labor boards,etc..all without 
going to Hew Hampshire..or how to be a lawyer and stay home. Ads now 
appearing on B.P. books at Huntsville, drawing mss mostly n.g.;ads for 
1965 (continued) 
representation of- foreign publishers of Finland, Spain,Norway,£tc; 
ads for book servicer; from P.O. 16 4, 'Ashland,-Maine» The B.B. volume 
46GB appeared °nd attracted some attention from visiting friends of { 
JTonneth"Eeaudoin working here in Huntsville. Wrote introduction in /w' 
holograph for Han by William/.pauUmet and began the fantastic,no ; 
result relation with Quality Books of Philadelphia though their 
edition of the Fitzgerald bibliography did appear. Did a cover for 
V/omwood J{eviowvML9~2G; published -tephen Kimble 's .thesia on - iller. 
long awaited Mathematics for Electronics also appeared and was reviewed 
by local press and elsewhere to advantage. Made many sales;worked with 
John/G.Moore on his projects including A Letter to come mainly 
during 3J66. ' pent vacations in Huntsville mainly * exhausted* * Collected 
mos-t of Patehon's work and seit on to Golbjr where collection is 
grwoing rapidly of autographed workss- only via me. Attended opening of 
, limitpville" library but mainly' a secluded, frugal life saving everything 
for hope of an Institute of my own and a few gifted students. Mail. 
from xaany writart?,artists all wanting a; chance* sent o~i.it 
many typo;: of .own- thing? including drawings,Founds and mcs. M/ork with / 
Hutlodge about over...too tired to continue mainly.Mtill under pres-
rorss ox the group to get along at work. I/ember of the local salon 
of i/'eva /Dawkins, a kind of high point here culturally, .meeting at her / 
f^rm home in Toney,Alabama.-
• 1966 •'• •• , . : 
TEAM..Technical Engineering Associates Mobilised reorganized. 
Joined .Volunteers for International Technical A^istance,MMTA 
InternationalAssistance CorpseVolunteers in S^price to America; 
i.ervice Corps' of • Retired. Executives all as hedgf:'for the future, ,' 
//similarly- continuing on lifciss of Atomic Energy Commission, I "at ional Counc: 
col of Churchec,CAIi£,Inc,Coimnitte on .Ilanpowe^^jpp'ortimites in Israel, 
MetModict Committee for Oversea Belief,Unitarian Service Committee, < 
Far Bast Foundation,Church World Service,U11ESG0. all ovorseaa and 
begun mostly during early \/aldwick days and earlier, ever hoping to 
make it overseas again at someone's expense* ^Cbswcred many technical 
ads in looal Huntsville papers on this basis also.Continue to got i 
••/•./forms - from IJiniMCO and Atomic Energy Commission,missing' ono post for • 
former in Jacarta Indoinesia and signing on for one in Brazil..all 
long processes requiring more self investigation or rather investigation: 
of ne,my T>ast,refere?:ccs, etc.; Renee B. virnon does', a partial .bibliography 
a start" really on,the BP collee;bionat UCLA.-./ife begins' active daily 
•i-elfstudy of Spanish. Correspondence with Bick/Higgins and his group 
. /..'/around /Something Mice Press;Bmi.Ly Wallace and others.Approached by 
International Institute of the Arnericao in ;;an Jaun but nothing happens. 
' iublished:Harry Bowden,Jlis .studio and WorkjWernher vonBraunsBiblio-
graphy and Selected PapersjCut Leaves(two versions).Hansjoaehim 
Dietrich promise to publish two artworks in West. Germany.Titles at 
. work include : "Full Duration Captive Firing of S-IC Flight :.tage 
'• Reliability -,tudy" and" by stem Methodologies and Their Utilisation" 
worked with John" G.Moore,Pasadena,on his publication "A letter". 
• -/rote 23 page mn additions for the french edition of jpoerri's 
'\ntoiioted - Topography; supplied Lawrence lipton a long list of notes 
for his projected"book on cultural progress in California 1945-1955 
period and his book tentatively called "The Grwoing Edge".Quality Books ^  
of PhiladenIhia continues with delays,stalling,no answers even on 
.phone, calls .Published "Ho e cow", last, of 1961 trip influences. Muscim 
of Modem Art Library,Mew York completes its collection of my works 
totaling 18 titles in all 
Advised that WHO'S WHO IN mh carrying my biography will he included 
in a time capsule at the Robert Hut chins Goddard Memorial library at 
Y7orchester,Kass. The capsule will be opened in the 25th Century/.Aeked 
to Help newlyorganized Huntsville Literary Society to advise on tM r 
por-jected publication PC".K. OIF. magazine of Open sfeull Press,San 
Francisco reviews seven published'books of mine,three by me.FOUITDS 
published in London.Walttr Jowenfols asks to reprint as MSurvival"j 
Dick Higgins asks me to illustrate his no Taifuii V/illi which I do 
with college -phot<?s from the press.K.Chatterji asks for material for 
his "book."Avant Garde Koverients,A Critical Bibliography.?:old rights 
of Fraonkel's Gensis of Tropic of Cancer to Peltrinelli Kditors in 
Liilan. last of two articles on trip to Newfoundland appeared in December 
American Speech,dated 1966 as is one year behind schedule.Correspondence 
with IXitch Arrtcricsan- poet';L'ee Vcr'Raft and '.Till undertake to reissue 
si::: of-his titles in my limited hand-made formats if orders allow. 
I ade army slip cases by hand during the year for individual, titles and 
materials going to UCLA and Colby in' frequent mailings. Invited to 
Join interna: ibnal Platform Association and Royal B2amBoo]c(London). 
On vacation, first out of I%ntr.ville in three years, fl-r.i to Kxpo 67 
to take in current and projected movments and ideas in architecture* 
and design; crossed by bus from Uontreai to la^sadtxmkea^ l.jaine to 
visit mother, Lain e Indi.an rcsveration and Old Town Canoe factory, re­
turning to Hunt «vill! e by bus and air after stop at '.quality Books in 
JPhiladelphia to" l.earn the 16 titles of none there were still sitting 
..a typical setup of the printing trade delay after delay and little 
pronire but always hope.--''ord finally received from UEW.CO that I was 
not selected for a post in physics at the University of Brazilia,also 
word that conditions' in Greece swould1 not allow selection now for a job 
in a trade school therejn$ word ever came from an application to go to 
a-university in Palci strotf'll&st contact with ,-chevill after a long 
silcnco. Correspondence Bj$hehe Ihillips,Robert V'bitener, 1 ae Ver Duft, 
-'verctt I-orter, James covins,Kenneth Patchen,Richard Bowman.Getting 
inuuirfes for rights in en^lish of publishers in Opain,also book orders. 
Think often of ways rm& nj&ttns to.get out of Huntsville and to found, 
in physical buildings reality the Institute of Advanced Thinking. • 
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November 18, 1969 
Dr. Bernard H. Porter 
Box 17 
Rockland, Maine Olj.81^1 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
The recent package of material to be added 
to the Maine Author Collection is acknowledged 
with thanks, and appreciation for your continuing 
interest. 
We observe a remarkable variety, from 
newspaper clippings to statistics to photographs. 
Your talents are indeed wide. 
A pleasant winter to you. 
Sincerely yours 
In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
m  1 0  
UtAxA 
I N  T H E  H E A R T  O F  T H E  L O B S T  E  R  C A P I T A L  
Thorndike Holel 
ROCKLAND,  MA INE  
Colby College 
WaterviHe/Maios 04901 
Earl Smith 
Director, News Bureau 
Office 873-1131 ext 281 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Home 872-5242 Sent July 16, 1968 
Area Code 207 
WATERVILLE, Maine On exhibit in Miller 
Library at Colby College here are selections from the Bern 
Porter Collection of Contemporary Letters. Initiated by 
Bernard W. Porter, Colby '32, the collection,which he has 
given to the college, is comprised of avant-garde books and 
contemporary presses. 
Consulting physicist, world traveller, author, 
and artist, Porter has endeavored to extend the principles 
of physics into the humanities. Included in the exhibit are 
his autobiography, "I've Left," and a biography by James 
Schovill "The Roaring Market and the Silent Tomb." 
few.-
Also on display are examples of books, "non-books] 
and magazines which Porter has written, edited, published, 
and illustrated; some of his letters and manuscripts; and a 
sampling of first editions inscribed for Porter by Henry 
Miller, Kenneth Patchen, Anais Nin and others among his 
friends of the avant-garde. 
(more) 
add 1/ 
The exhibit in the Edward Arlington Robinson 
Memorial Room will continue into the fall. 
V 
Porter, who is spending the summer in Rockland, 
is currently working on a number of pieces including some 
experimental works for a book called "Expanded Poetry" 
which will be published this fall by Simon and Schuster. 
-30-
June 9$ 1970 
Dr. Bern Porter 
P.O. Box 17 
Rockland, Maine 01}.81|.l 
Dear Dr. PorterV 
A belated, but appreciative, thanks for 
sending the June Colby Library Quarterly, and 
the other material relative to Mr. Schevlll. 
It must indeed be a satisfaction to you 
to have in one unit the information which 
the Colby publication has made possible. 
We are adding these new items to the 
Maine Author Collection, and thank you for 
remembering the collection. 
Sincerely yours 
hmj In Charge of 
Maine Author Collection 
oJ^V 
WVi <W& 
COUCDL^ 
&Jz\{JlSL 
April 20, 1971 
Mr, Barn Portar 
J». 0. Box 17 
Rockland, Maine 0*»8H1 
Daar Mr. Portars 
V« ara in raoaipt of your mssag* to Mrs. Jacobs and bar raply datad 
April II, 1971 with rafaranoa to tha dadieation caaawony for tha Maina 
itata Cultural Building. 
Although tha 4adiaatian ia aehadulad for tha last waak in Hay tha 
axaet data haa flttali sad. 
1 m taki^f tha UfcM Ij of forwarding a aopy of your awsaaga to tha 
Stata todklviiilt Mr* M$*m\ 8. Silaby, Jr. for eonsidaration by tha 
Dadieation Coonlttaa. 
... . Sinearaly yours. 
MIRAA C. BATES 
CHAXJU4AN 
MCBtftf 
ce: Mr. Silaby 
Mrs. Jacobs 
BERN PORTER 
BOX IT • ROCKLAND, 04841 
TD r 
M E S S A G E  
-£rf Jacobs 
Blaise Author Collection 
MMas State .iitmy 
Capitol Bttilding 
Assist %»: mine „ i 
i 
R E P  
'i'apj.Sr'Tm, s«u» I 
DATE April 7*1971 
|-l -Is thtcpc aay-'wsy sf I^iowijag- -exactlya 
v?heafljy daj- -ma hour^rhen the new lib­
rary will be opene;2, dedicate! or how­
ever cereciosjwice? -lies a three jaillioc 
dollar library- was dedicated in Hunt. ~ 
ville during say trfesy there every ®ste-
tible nhade of official, digRit ax?, • 
functionary <md like was pretested but 
the publi herftbe writer of boakr,rie the 
Krf.b£*tfebo»e of library (t )• Hopeful this 
by Ei-ivet **il3 ».p ih Kaijsef"? 
Ferrrf N"4J?3rg.jhe Drdwjri^,Board, frit".. Box 505, Dallas, Texas -* ' - -
R E C I P I E N T  K E E P  T H I S  C O P Y ,  R E T U R N  
•» i. 
DATE 
•There is at talc tiae no my to bo 
certain whan any eareaojoy '.Jill t&fee 
place, but the cor-taitfcec in charge 
of such matters is headed by 
mtm airaa 0, 3ates, Cirector of the 
Bureau of Public Mpvc&mmitii*' 
-f»&, aro sodding &•>. copy of _ ymr 
letter to Sr* Brxtas. 
2ft© building is not yet completed, 
but we understand the 2onstruct!on 
is proceeding as scheduled. 
i 
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August 17, 1971 
Dr. Bernard H. Porter 
Box 17 
Rockland, Maine 04841 
Dear Dr. Porter: 
You are certainly one of frur most 
peripatetic authors I 
We acknowledge the safe arrival of 
I'VE LEFT, "but regret to report that that 
was the sole content of the package. The 
other items you listed we did not find. 
At present we do not want to comment 
extensively on the new building. It has 
some excellent features, and some which 
need adjustment. Not all the furniture 
has arrived, and some which has been 
received is not in place, pending correction 
of the carpet. One of these days, it is ail 
sure to fall into place nicely. Meanwhile 
we are learning to settle into the new area. 
Sincerely yours, 
Hilda M. Jacob 
In Charge of Maine 
Author Collection 
hmj 
^he (Lord Jejfery 
(413) 293-2970 
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May 50, 1972 
Mr. Bern Porter 
c/o Dr. E. L. Porter 
Box 209 
Belfast, Maine 04915 
Dear Mr. Porter: 
We are sorry not to have acknowledged your 
volume of POUND POEMS sooner. 
« 
We appreciate your gift which we will add to 
our Maine Author Collection. 
This collection is now under the supervision 
of the Reference Librarian and future gifts may be 
addressed to me. 
Sincerely, 
(Miss$ Shirley Thayer 
Head of Reference Services 
ST/jl 
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AVENIDA DA REPljBLICA • F A R O - A L G AR VE - P O RT U G A L • TEL i 2 40 54 • TELEX 1724 P • CABLES - EVA 
HOTEL DANIELI 
ROYAL EXCELSIOR 
30100 VENEZIA 
TELEGR.: DANIELI-VENEZIA - TEL.: 26480(9 LINEE) E 30332-TELEX: DANIELEX 41077 
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CIGA 
HOTELS 
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COMPAGNIA ITALIANA DEI GRANDI ALBERGHI 
VENEZIA: GRITTI PALACE HOTEL - HOTEL DANIELI ROYAL EXCELSIOR • HOTEL EUROPA - HOTEL REGINA - LIDO EXCELSIOR PALACE HOTEL - GRAND. HOTEL DES BAINS 
FIRENZE: HOTEL EXCELSIOR ITALIE - GRAND HOTEL - ROMA HOTEL EXCELSIOR - LE GRAND HOTEL - NAPOLI: HOTEL EXCELSIOR - MILANO: HOTEL PRINCIPE 4 SAVOIA - PALACE HOTEL 
STRESA: GRAND HOTEL 4 DES ILES BORROMEES - TORINO: EXCELSIOR GRAND HOTEL PRINCIPI Dl PIEMONTE - GENOVA: HOTEL COLOMBIA EXCELSIOR (S.T.A.I.). 
ROME AIRPORT CIGA INFORMATION OFFICE. TEL. 601.729 - VENICE AIRPORT CIGA INFORMATION OFFICE: TEL. 957.333 - MILAN LINATE AIRPOffT CIGA INFORMATION OFFICE' TEL. 715.197 
USA REPR.: HOTEL REPRESENTATIVE INC. - THE LEADING HOTELS OF EUROPE - 660 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK, N Y 10021 - TEL. 838.3110 - CABLES: REPOTEL - TELEX 420444. 
TORONTO: THE LEADING HOTELS OF EUROPE LTD. - 57 BLOOR ST. WEST-TORONTO 5 - TEL. 416.920.5611 - CABLES: LEADOTEL. TORONTO - TELEX 610-491-2171 
LONDON OFFICE: ITALIAN GRAND HOTELS COMPANY - 67, JERMYN ST. LONDON. S.W.1 - TEL. 930 4147 - CABLES. CIGAOTELS - LONDON S.W.I - TELEX 261859. 
FRANKFURT OFFICE: ITALIENISCHE GRAND HOTEL GESELLSCHAFT - KAISERSTRASSE, 8 - FRANKFURT/M - TEL. 281.348 - CABLES CIGAOTELS - TELEX 414290. 
TOKIO OFFICE; TRAVEL CONSULTANTS OF JAPAN LTD. - SHIBA P.O. BOX 80 - TOKIO - TEL. 431 7306 - CABLES: CONTOUREP. 
UlAfciO PoPokAB U&feOA, M-t-WK, 
NO MUNDO OA POESIA EXPERIMENTAL AMERICANA 
QUALQUER TIRO DE POESIA 
DEVE PARTIR DA NATUREZA E DA HUMANIDADE... 
— declarou-nos Bern Porter, fisico e poeta 
HAVIA-NOS chegado a noticia de que Bern Por­ter,- americano que exibe no seu cartao de 
visita os titulos de fisico assistente, poeta, 
editor dos seus proprios livros e presidente do Ins­
titute de Pensamento Avan^ado, estava, de visita 
fugaz, em Lisboa. E logo a nossa reportagem o pro-
curou e descobriu a ver-
dadeira identidade do 
poeta-cientista, autor de 
u m  l i v r o  i n t i t u l a d o  
«Founds» (coisas acha-
das), que sera publicado 
em Portugal ainda este 
ano, e tambem de um en-
saio, «Deixei Um Mani­
festo e Um Testamento de 
Ciencia e Arte (Sciart)», 
cujo apendice cont^m 
ideias e notas «indispen-
saveis para os pr6ximos 
duzentos anos», segundo 
afirma^ao dele. 
ra, durante anos... Um poeta 
dcscobri milhoes e milhoes de 
palavras e acaba por eneontrar 
urna combinacao arbitraria de-
las que o excita. Agarra numi 
tesoura, recorta-as, e e um 
(found poems (um poema acha-
do). 
Contou-nos que Picasso, um 
dia, encontrou, por acaso, um 
selim de bicicleta e, mais ter-
ae, um guiador ainda de bici­
cleta, juntou ambas as pegas e 
chamou ao conjurito «a found 
bulls (um touro achado). Pi­
casso deve, assim, ser conside-
rado precursor desta nova tu­
rcica literaoa. 
— Os americano* tstio a fi-
£ um homem grisalho, de pe-
quena estatura e sobre o forte, 
a rondar os 50 anos, este fas-
cinante cientista que ama a poe-
sia, ou este poeta que nao pode 
deixar de incluir a ciencia nos 
seus trabalhos literarios. Um t6-
pico de realce no mundo de 
hoje, em que, aparentemente, 
se cava cada vez mais o fosso 
entre as artes e as cifincias. 
Bern Porter fecha os olhos quan-
do fala, curva ligeiramente a ca-
be<;a e cobre a cara com as 
maos. Vive cada palavra que 
diz, parece isolar-se do que o 
rodeia quando pensa. O voci-
bulo e um mundo rico e miste-
rioso, um po<;o para onde o poe­
ta mergulha e 15 descobre te-
souros que transporta para a su-
perficie, atrav^s da sua sensi-
bilidade. 
— |nteressa-me (• cultivo) a 
poesia experimental... • deslo-
quei-me a este vosso maravi-
Ihoso pais porque, como ame­
ricano, tenho grande respeito e 
admiracao pcla poesia portugue-
sa... Certos temas tr at ados por 
ela, como a tristeza, o sentimen-
talismo e o destino, atraem-nos 
sobremameira... Penso, ate. que 
a poesia americana esta em de-
bito para com a vossa... Voces 
descobriram o mundo, Portu­
gal e um pais velho e novo si-
multaneamente. ha cue respei-
t»r a tradi^ao, prime'ro, para, 
em teguMt, m roar para e 
futuro... 
• — Como define a poesia ex­
perimental que cultiva? 
— A poesia experimental t 
como um passeio pela praia, 
onde se descobre uma pedra bo-
nita e, depois, i leva-la para 
casa e guarda-la r.uma pratelei-
ENTREVISTA DE 
JOAO ALVES 
DA COSTA 
te, qual 6 o tipo de experi-
mentalismo portico a que se 
dedica? 
— Na America, agora, ha 
quatro correntes principals que 
nos fascir»am... sao os «Foun­
ds s, de que ja falei, os «Dos», 
os «Dids» e o «Scipoe»... 
Perante o nosso ar de inter-
roga^ao, Bern Porter foi buscar 
a sua mala de materials e co-
megou a explicar: 
— Os «Dos» estao a provo-
car gtande entusiasmo... na 
base ha o vetbo «to <fo» (fa-
zer) • abrange as afirmajoes 
xer, neste momento, o mesmo, 
mas com palavras... penso qua 
seja um passo adiante em re-
la?ao ao imagismo de William 
Carlos Williams, por exemplo... 
O 'magismo & uma corrente 
poetica que teve larga voga nos 
artos 30 e dai para a frente, 
e que consta da assun?ao de 
um poema como uma estrutura 
organica independente, o voci-
bulo como uma cilula, um gru-
po de palavras como um teci-
do autonomo, que nada deve i 
realidade exterior e assenta « 
sua vida pr6ptia na combina-
?ao (metaforica ou imagistica) 
de vocabulos. Ezra Pound, Wil­
liam Carlos Williams, sao al-
guns dos expoentes maximos 
dejse movimento literario. 
— O poeta portugues |orge 
de Sena, radicado nos Estados-
-Unidos, tem sido doe que miis 
me tem influenciado... { pena 
que mais poetas VOMOS nao se 
desloqucm ate la • nos aju-
dem... 
Mas, e s p e c \ f i c amen-
pors recortam-se e colam-s« m»-
ma folha de papel... o melhor 
exemplo que Ihe posso dar e 
a expressao «drink softy» (be-
ba suavemente), que contem 
uma acgao de fazer... Os poe-
sempre Hveram um scrvti-
mento muito especial em re-
lacao a palavras... Quer ver ou-
tros t'rpo de «Dos»? (e tirou 
da pasta urna s£rte de paf>6is 
com recortes col ados que nos 
foi mostrando): 
1) «Try the sits (experimen-
te o assento). 
2) «Changez la couleur de 
vos yeuxw (mude a cor dos 
seus olhos. 
3) (Concentrate on the chry-
santhemuss (concentre-se no 
crisantemo*. 
4) «Come a long way from 
basic black* (caminhe a partir 
de um negro bisico). 
— £ necessario i que corni­
ce por um verbo... — a juntou. 
Bern Porter mostrou, a se-
guir, outros exemplof de 
cFouodsx: 
— Este poema chama-se 
«Shaves (barbear-se) e s«gue 
•teste modo: 
No brush (nao hi pincel) 
no lather (nao hi espuma de 
[sabao) 
no blades (n3o hi laminas) 
no blood (nao hi sangue) 
no push (nao empurre) 
fCootitiua na II.' paq.) 
Bern Porter 
que, <te forma representative, 
derivam desse verbo... faz-se 
bem, faz-se mal, faz-se o pos-
sivel, sao exemplos... A mis-
sao do poeta e remeter-se a 
um arduo trabalho de pesqui-
ta, em jornais, revistas, etc., 
encontrar combinacoes de vo­
cabulos as&im, tem de comecir 
sempre por um verbo, e «le-
MNU TRAZIDAID 
NOVIDADES 
LITERARIAS 
OBRAS DE 
VITORINO NEMESIO 
Um autor cISssico da Jiteratura 
portugucsa 
ONDAS MED1AS 
Meditac6es em torno cte figu-
na« e factos literArios 
25$00 
EXILADOS 
Hist6ria sentimental e pofft?ra 
do friberalismo na emigra^So 
25*00 
0 MISTERIO DO 
PAQO DO MILHAFRE 
Contos 
30900 
FESTA REDONDA 
DScimas e cantigas de terreiro 
25900 
- Newfoundland Time. 
- Atlantlo Tlma. 
- Eaatarn Tlma. 
- Cantral Tlma. 
X - Sit down food and H** erage service. 
(liquor san/i"' _ dance with Provincial Regulations) 
"••'nna) 
250 n..iaa. 
w*arvad at no axtra charge, 
rroiat be reaerved at 
•mouslne service. 
- All coach aeata muat be n 
60 milaa. 
- Coach aeata muat be rea« 
paaaengera at no extra ch, 
- Coach aeata muat be rei 
wood/Toronto passenger; 
PERFORMANCE 
AT 
AAETROAAEDIA 
ART 
- Unreaerved co< 
- Sleeping oara. 
1037 Commercial Drive, 
(3)-No checked baggage. 
(D - Consult Agent regarc 
(§) - Stops to entrain or d 
0 - Baggage car service 
@ - Oversize baggage, 
® - Will not operate D* 
© - Will also operate 
(?) - Will also operate 
Stops on aignal. 
Will not operate 
How to Use the Timetable 
Locating Your Schedule - Check the alphabetical list of stations 
on pages 47 through 50 for the table number for service to your 
destination. If more than one route serves this point or if your 
starting point is not on the same route, use the map on pages 
26-27 to trace the route(s) you will need to use. Turn to the * 
tables indicated by the circled numbers along the route lines to 
find your schedules. 
Reading the Tables — On many schedules, service in both 
directions is shown in a single table, with the cities served list 
in the centre. If your destination is listed below your starting p ^ 
use the left-hand column(s) and read down. If your destinatic 
is above your starting point, use the right-hand column(s) an' 
read up. 
Where very frequent service is available, separate tables arr 
printed for each direction. Cities served are listed on the leJ 
side. Find the table showing your destination below your sun u.,y 
point, and read down in the columns to the right. 
Comment utiliser I'indicateur general 
Pour
' gar / J 
s alphabdtique des 
*7 h 50 pour connattre 
v *'otre desti-
kkm - kilometres 
* kilometres 
Mi - miles 
mlllea 
In this example, if 
travelling from 
Halifax to Moncton, 
read down on the left. 
Dans cat exemple, pour 
connaTtre Thoraire da 
la liaison Halifax-
Moncton, lire la 
colonne da gauche en 
descendant. 
Um Mi 
0 
10 
18 
26 
103 64 
179 
200 
227 
243 
111 
124 
141 
151 
® 16. • to V x 
Train name or 
deacription of equipment OCEAN 
Train number 615 15 
Frequency of operation Daily 
Quot. 
Daily 
Quot. 
Stops on signal 
09 40 
09 52 
@09 58 
©10 05 
11 05 
11 15 
•>@12 07 
12 23 
12 45 
12 59 
13 55 
14 10 
13 30 
15 00 
15 10 
16 25 
16 50 
17 10 
18 15 
18 30 
306 A190 
Distances along the way 
Distances parcourues 
/nee#  ^
^ „ et lisez en remontant. 
i^diia ica ouw «# rrgquentes, vous trouverez 
des tableaux s£pares pour chaque sens.' Les villes desservies sont 
indiqu6es dans la colonne de gauche. Trouvez le tableau oti votre 
destination apparait sous votre point de depart et lisez les colonnes 
de droite en descendant. 
R6sum6 des services 
dans las trains et sym-
boles dont ('explication 
se trouve aux pages 
43-46. II est important' 
de verifier les sym-
boles, car ils indiquent 
quejs trains circulent 
les jours de congd, si 
Summary of on-board 
services and reference 
marks. Symbols are 
explained on pages 
43-46. It is important to 
check reference marks 
as they indicate holiday 
service, whether or not 
checked baggage 
service Is available, 
conditional stops, etc. 
if travelling from 
Moncton to Halifax, 
read up on the right. 
Pour connaltre I'horaire 
de la liaison Moncton-
Halifax, lire la colonne 
de droite en remontant, 
r->Depart - Depart 
Arrival - Arriv^e 
Dp 
A r }  
Dpi 
A r )  
Dpf 
Halifax, N.S. 
Rockingham 
Bedford 
Windsor Junction 
Truro (7) 
Oxford Junction 
Springhill Jet. 
Amherst, N.S. 
Sackville, N.B. 
Moncton, N.B. (10) 
. AT/HA Ar 
©. 
Table numbers for connections with other trains 
m.—has tableaux indiquant les correspon- J 
(Dp 
Mr 
(Dp 
) Ar 
X 
OCEAN 
14 
Daily 
Quot. 
18 40 
17 10 
17 00 
15 32 
15 08 
14 51 
14 00 
13 45 
•J 
© • 
616 
Daily 
Quot. 
22 50 
22 32 
)22 25 
)22 18 
21 20 
21 00 
@19 59* 
19 43 
19 22 
19 08 
18 20 
18 00 
on accepte les bagage 
enregistrAs ou non, let 
arrAts facultatifs, etc. 
Nom ou 
composition du train 
N° du train 
Frequence de circulation 
. ArrAt facultatif 
» mm ^ '-'iseaux noraires 
Visiting mail artist 
Time zones through which trains operate - shown with 
first and last station in each zone. 
Pn h que le train traverse - indiquAs k la 
lerni&re gjfteme chaque fuseau. 
10.OJJ CgyU Jd&L 
Cunard Queen Elizabeth2 
I OMltl 
fru&Os 
CkVil WW 
WteaWk5 
\l^ (X\0(i2q\3& 
''SaS.iUew 
 ^ voffu&J i>6 \x)hie> 
^JZQp. ld*®V^Ik>-. " 
fhxjjih Gs&*> ^"%utoX<iVhk OiOj 
%>iw, W/xiafk attd W«. 
05tou  ^a/uu*kA* 
-\TQA)e_£?) 
Cunard Queen Elizabeth^ 
- %r 
Qt<LMiumh S \s-uo. 
(<3^p, ^>|>£&X/OG 
0U> 
b&YW  ^ &\L u(j i (A^4^ 
VJ>\^ ^j^r)T^O 4^^ V*rU^2j^ 
CcauAt 
vS^jUkJJl -W jeluiWq^, 
lj f p.  ^ \ -e=s\ -Jr01r~tn A\ 
bo VUt«2-<S>y £0<2LX ^ 
^ Uiw<2v . -
VUatf ^ 
K*tL<3UiL U^A4«m.C5<J?P . W/Jt^.\^ 
avKH 
PAI YUN HOTEL 
lo h\UI 
VUciJki aV^UtSQp-K' 
I^G 
CvAJp CjjirtC 
[kj (5fy<\ j^^KjCCQ AA'V^l'O^-
Wbfjii, ^ u/ju^ dv AoJbSe^  wo. ah 
JL^/c^xtvciVc^ t (j^L\SL <^jp 
^CuJWi <Wr-^ Kauyoiac 
1/ljLli) (J^lt 4t> S<1il vL>&-& SVot Grfer^-^ 
SaO, <vWw (kSJ^rMJA ^ o 
A© GrCi^ ^ 
—VtmqA, ^\ 4^cvXW ? — cUib /UC 4(VHK^-*«  ^-*• 
,"Vg vl^ we allcS SA- - , A 
^ c^ikcW, 
a ^ ixj^k vlAMi^ \Ws A 
CcvVG 
Houc k$j£ ;{j \ e<P 
THE LILY PAD 
P.O. Box 479 705-336-2353 
MOQSONEE, ONI. 
POL JYO 
VV*r03 Ou 
r\ 6 J ) \ C°*  ^
WlA YlfecO 
@L UiAaIt^  '-^O 
6V Oa^y, &£> GO^JLlA. 
07\4 cLoi^   ^  ^  ^
(Wall 4'- B, aAjs  ^ M<xW 
T/ J2J(£AL\SL) LIL^L 
60£> (jO^cio GertoA-d  ^££ 
<Xd ,^ ViM^Jk&h GLOWUU  ^ (isiKLA- CcrtU«-e| 
UW /7  ^
'^ (.W 
&JU  ^<Tcir\^ «sr [-ajiLu^y 
^AA-JRDH \^ Cs». 
A Pleasant Place to Stop Telephone 564- 6311 
CLIEFDEN HOUSE 
MRS. D. MCCUAIG. PROP. 
106 BENTINCK STREET 
SYDNEY, NOVA SCOTIA 
'f 
4u<iUL 
/^l^ vvikO ^  \J] d-CA^A 
 ^ W\ v WWtl W^> 
4x> ^XAA <3vL-"Hca -fa'Vhur 
oW i/l tlA-b cLgt<£Ls CLczj^ iy 
-^ Wc\L -Hui> vtoHi& aizujjL-
£ VwfV VJHCsi \ic3t X/ C ;  ^
U J b i a ,  T S > A < l r t m i u t x £ f l ^ , C VlQJUK^Jt&Ly 
tftey (SUj2V tnx. 
Wok (3 uo>rzf oj^  
H' fe-D"^X 
•ntN^XvC^c: r 
C\xkk£_^ 
f 
ITrave/odge 
106 CIRCLE DRIVE W., SASKATOON, SASK. CANADA S7L 4L6 
Telephone: (306) 242-8881 
/ 
\ CU-Vlt 
\A. \Q$\ 
U (bOAcs^ cU-MMaA 'Vfc "J 
M«b (^ Ama <cia 
•A-zjJIQJUL\ ~K«2  ^«0 d CfU 0.cA~iyMx</-• 
OoM^uiJuc  ^ferK 'Ha A^ui' Q-lOy ^ | fj^ '• 
Wvft avi, U("te>Oa^ AC 
Cs=ry<X'Mch &V- "feT' Cir€(A^^- Cv'i^  
S &&ika-ft;lwtiAlL u/i l/{a*J , ik •AxL® 
4. •$£ pjtsbU  ^
\— ~i ) 
j/^MAA/XIomL iM. $*4^ 
cSL ^ixA u>ti? /lMj£y cu6 
AuertJC ^Vfeb U44^4cJuiA^3 lOr\f2--
tic ^W) ^ 
vuu fe>~K*. 
-4. 
. N (l^ rrC-VdL, ' 
04 
n^&u. -V&_a 10 c&lcSk AW^su-M.Hxot^T' 
r dL&sMM^aH* !^£>,OO0 - I  t^utts -Tm 
•Wi, <3Si VlAHotC? 
I A - ^ t v . P U  a , * . .  j > .  . a .  .  •  J  , / i  y r  / i J\JU 4 
S^^V^s^4-oclx\i 
aJ^UX T>1 
utl 
Vl/yjux(fi_e lit V <& tftx/ vcts^A "^"CtikLX/Cir/ 
^ s te|ak4 CtaW if wp 
ijiAujaJ^ v\t \\\ojiMju> ^AJb VU3 10(0244 &iki£> 
"iW H(.ouul Wn^rSc^. 
GS& (XALZJLs 1a 0A» '^dVf>^_A c^(£? 4o a U QArzA 
K ^ U  d&qv-esu du^A. <hoj£hsL*ju.Qj> G$SL ^vcjljlAS  ^
! uuWxl OjAerco^s- vu ^*1$ i/fe cLou-Cc^ 
VL/U^ <^43^^vJ!kiW • 
^ feT^OaJljs 
- 
V(/L^l:-U?(ic Ita^U^.I aW. laA^s 
<3 iXCCiLA^. 
D 
€)^UrCC V^rH>c 
HOTEL* 
TO GANGES 
BENARES INDIA 
Nadesar Palace, 
Varanasi-221 002 U.P. 
Phone: 54385-90,54395-98, 
56125-32,56134,55812 
A member of the Taj Croup of Hotels 
VWM J UG 
IWhuUa* 
ClvO^Lov Gywclwi, . , J,n 
K 
.>flU a ale ^  lA oa). . 
CuLW wA& «W 
^<U QjlxzslvlAO pni^ K ol(^ L ° 
zz8£Xs£**zZiir 
o^r ^  
^ iiAi 
WvH, lWa9 <xuA vla. 
X ItdA t-^JLb feK 
^^t/i^fca. SdLil^K HP*4™* [13.5.A V~^ 
U ( d ^  l ^ f i ^ D L c W  d t V u L  (J^jiAh^ fp-WUA-L 
M^Ld^ Ul^ fe^-tfcL 4<p4^C UC ^i^OC^cU^L 
^ C%"^-&(Ll £X(xuL kv^-k- \-Mk^> 
(jX^tXhSL^ ^-^tO ^.lAXC^, -
f^xMJh OJ^A-XXMJLQI k> tauoe, A k*A&feu<W! 
fj iW^i- lU iuxVrci!) (j&^C^n-y, 
UUU^J (U?UW/(U& 4o 
4o u>0 
Q^xAdJ? 4o vw.acA \V" a^^jioui <^Hc i^C|/^^U&j?-
£Lku>W#4& 4c> \M"^t^\-aep ii< -ttL?.. Kc^-kc £3t-ea& 
y\\t&(±iuO UM ~%J^b/oooAertte k H^ix3g ac^-UiW 
0-AS.U^ /(p ~^> ~ML^ (J* LU . 
iX^^2-W» lAc*4t CU5^ C^n^Vc€<Xu2ii 4*9 VUCJO£-> 
Hotel 
Gronland 
Hotel Gronland 
Postbox 49 
3900 Godth&b 
Telf. Godth&b 215 33 
Telegramadresse Greenlandhotel 
Telex nr. 906 25, Grehot GD 
Cl \AUi&SoXP-^^^ 
t*>£t \feu <^~ 
"TSosM&KI t*^ •— 
5  A  H O o k ) i U L  A n l o - T ^ - U  
YeA-hMr 
g^\sW& 
-
OWj 
SiUjs^^A^r (syp{\4 
